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Why would a scientist pay $3200 for this little coil of wire from Westinghouse? 
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Because it is leading to new discoveries in physics, electric power and space travel. 
The little coil is made with a most remark- directly from a stream of hot gases; build- dinary light bulb. But it has twice the 
able wire. Cooled to 452°F below zero, it ing new kinds of atom smashers; develop- strength of an electro-magnet weighing 20 
becomes a super-conducting magnet. ing power systems for long-distance space tons and using 100,000 watts of electricity. 

In labs all over the country, scientists are travel and communications. That's why this little Westinghouse mag- 
using the Westinghouse super-magnet to The Westinghouse super conducting net is a bargain at $3200. 
explore ideas like generating electric power magnet operates on less power than an or- 

og tay . 

You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse. an equal opportunity employer, 

write L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh 21, Pa
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Vhvember in Brief 

In case you hayen’t already guessed, our lead article this month 
is about the Diesel engine. Jim Tyndall depicts Rudolf Diesel and 

some of the visions he may have had about the future uses of his revo- 

lutionary invention. 

Beginning on page 12 is “The High-Speed Diesel Engine,” by 
Jaime A. Ricart-Lowe. A bachelor hailing from the Dominican Repub- 

lic, Jaime is a first year graduate student specializing in internal- 
combustion engines. He plans to get his PhD in preparation for a 

teaching and research career. In addition to being active in SAE and 
ASME, Jaime was Chairman of the Lakeshore Halls Association Film 

Committee last year. Photography and electronics take up his spare 

time. We think you'll find his detailed presentation of the develop- 
ment, design, and applications of the engine in question quite 
interesting. 

Howard Berry wrote “Unions For Engineers” (page 18) prior to 

receiving his BSME last June. A bachelor currently employed by Rex 

Chainbelt, Inc. in Milwaukee, Howard was active in Tau Beta Pi and 

ASME while here at UW. His objective discussion of the case for and 
against engineering unions prompted us to go out on a limb in our 

editorial, found on page 11. Now that the election is over we feel 

that the time has come for a new controversy. 

As youll note by reading the Letters to the Editor, our past 

month’s mail was saturated with complaints about the omission of 
our infamous humor page. Reader pressure has caused us to succumb, 

even though the professional standing of our publication will suffer. 

Anyway, enjoy it! Also, watch next month’s Engineer, out Dec. 15th, 

for a special Christmas present for your weary eyes—Miss Santa Claus, 

circa 1964, that girlie feature you all like so well. We'll also have a 

last-minute shopping guide of gifts that you'd love to get, and may 
even want to give away. See you then! 

NOVEMBER, 1964 l
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Another of your future's many facets at Monsanto 
As a billion-dollar manufacturer of hundreds of products—in 40 U. S. plants, 15 
overseas—Monsanto considers the manufacturing engineer of prime importance. 
His talents are needed to find new ways (and improve old ways) of increasing yields, 
improving control, lowering costs—bringing plants up to optimum performance. 

You will have the satisfaction of applying your engineering skills and knowledge, 
and seeing the results... from inception to final operation . . . and have the full 
responsibility for your decisions. There are production challenges now awaiting 4 

good men... plus substantial rewards for meeting them. Ny 

Let us show you what they can mean to you. . . professionally, personally, financially. onsa ne 
Write today—we’ll send you our brochure, ‘‘Your Future and Monsanto.’’ Address: 

Manager, Professional Recruiting, Dept. CM 64, Monsanto, St. Louis, N { 

Missouri 63166. An Equal Opportunity Employer ® 
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h hand in Becky Hull 

You'd expect that the leading maker of arc carbons that pro- of the company known as Union Carbide. 
duce the brilliant light for projecting motion pictures would be All kinds of seemingly unlikely side-by-side activities turn up 
called upon to duplicate the sun‘s rays in space simulation at Union Carbide every day. As a leader in metals and alloys, 
chambers. These chambers are used to test space devices, it developed a new, stronger stainless steel, and among the 
such as the communications satellites and space vehicles... results are better subway cars for New York City. In cryo- 
and even the astronauts themselves. genics, it manufactures the equipment for a technique in brain 

And it probably wouldn’t surprise you to learn thata com- surgery based on the use of supercold liquid nitrogen. Its 
pany that produces half a dozen different types of plastics consumer products include “Eveready” brand batteries and 
would also create an anti-static agent as part of the vinyl ‘“Prestone” brand anti-freeze. And it is one of the world’s most 

plastic it developed for phonograph records. This keeps dust diversified private enterprises in the field of atomic energy. 

from sticking to record surfaces. The sound is improved. The In fact, few other corporations are so deeply involved in 

record lasts longer. And Becky Hull’s ballet lessons are per- so many different skills and activities that will affect the 
formed to music that’s more faithfully reproduced. technical and production capabilities of our next 

But would space simulation equipment and better UNION century. 

materials for phonograph records come from one [eAV34:4)0)4 And we have a feeling that Becky Hull’s future is 

company? Indeed they would, in the unusual case just as bright as ours. 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, 270 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017, IN CANADA: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO 
Divisions: Carbon Products, Chemicals; Consumer Products, Food Products, International, Linde, Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Ore, Plastics, Silicones and Stellite. 
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Why become an engineer at 

9 Garrett-AiResearch? You’ll have to 

work harder and use more of 
° 

your knowledge than engineers 

at most other companies. 
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I you’re our kind of engineer, actual hardware. v4 d Sek | 
you have some very definite ideas © That means you _ OM Ag 
about your career. have the oppor- Qe i ne os ee _ 

For example: tunity to start with Se “os < Lo 
You’ve worked hard to get a__a customer’s problem — —  —_— 4 

good education. Now you want to _and see it through to a ie i . 
put it to work in the best way system that will get the job done. . i ae 

possible. The product lines at AiResearch, 

You will never be satisfied with Los Angeles Division, are environ- Our engineering staff is smaller 

run-of-the-mill assignments. You mental systems, flight information than comparable companies. This 

demand exciting, (9, «and controls sys- __ spells opportunity. It gives a man 
challenging projects. L _ Ff } tems, heat transfer _ who wants to make a mark plenty 

You not only accept i ae ik = systems, secondary of elbow room to expand. And 
individual responsibil- Ay ot 7 3 power generator while he’s doing it he’s working 

ity — you insist upon it. des), Sige ¢ ® systems for missiles _ with, and learning from, some of 
Does that sound like = / \ x a and space, electri- the real pros in the field. 

you? Then AiResearch § ab — cal systems, and If the AiResearch story sounds 
is your cup of tea. nie me specialized indus- _like opportunity speaking to you— 

Our business is trial systems. don’t fail to contact AiResearch, 
mainly in sophisticated aerospace In each category AiResearch Los Angeles, or see our repre- 
systems and subsystems. employs three kinds of engineers. | sentative when he comes to your 

Here, research, design, and de- Preliminary design engineersdo campus. 
velopment lead to production of | the analytical and theoretical We'll be happy to talk to you — 

rae work, then write proposals. about you and your future. 
,. me /" Design engineers do the lay- And put this in the back of your 

a._ outs; turn an idea into a product. mind: 
y ‘Ud - Developmental engineers are In a field where meeting chal- 
2) aa ro} responsible for making hardware _lenges pays off in rewards... 
SMS, | _CCooutt of concepts. . 

¥° = 4 Pt Be - Whichever field fits you best, we AiResearch 
: A ee : 

Ro Wes ca can guarantee you this: you can ° a Naar te 
— ae —_ = go as far and fast as your talents 2s challenge 

i |. a i can carry you. You can make as / 
al “ le se he much money as any engineer in a <S An equal opportunity 

‘ 19 a yn pak comparable spot — anywhere. And employer 

WAN V-zoea of course, at AiResearch, you'll MsIISAnlot 
<a one get all the plus benefits a top com- AiResearch Manufacturing Division 

= pany offers. Los Angeles 
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Your life at Du Pont... B 
one of a series for technical graduates y 
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How to join DuPont closest to the top 
Join us right out of school. Few men start higher at Du Pont Technical men we'll especially need from the Class of ’65 
—or with more promise—than graduating engineers. That’s Chemists Mechanical Engineers 
because we fill virtually all important positions from within. Chemical Engineers Industrial Engineers 

It’s a policy that’s helped us grow 750% since 1937. Since ~oe 
1950 our sales have more than doubled from $1 billion to $2.4 E q 
billion. Forty thousand new employment opportunities and iE. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 1 
50% of our 1962 sales volume came from products created by | 2531-B Nemours Building | 
Du Pont research in the last 28 years! \ Wilmington, Delaware 19898 ! 

And because new products continually emerge from our re- i When I’m graduated, I'll be a ee | 

search labs, responsible new career opportunities constantly I i . | {hist Paar A tah | | 
spring up for our technical men. In fact, there's room for you | _ Please send me more information about how | might fit 1 
to actually “change jobs” within Du Pont—to seek out the spot ; _ in at Du Pont. i 
best suited to you without loss of your accrued benefits. : | 

. . , ee I Fa a I Consider us if you’re ready to make your career decision. I i 
You may be closer to the top than you think! Write us a letter, 1 - | 
or mark and mail our coupon today! | @lass______Major______Degree expected_____—| 

I | 

| I | 
I I 

Wierus Par ore : My address ! 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY I \ 
. | City one State i 

An equal opportunity employer Lue 
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Editor-in-Chief ....................... Robert Smith, cie3 
IENGINEER: ‘ * ‘ 

Associate Editor .................... Patrick Meagher, bs4 
Please prepare to cancel my sub- . . ; , 

scription immediately unless you Articles Editor ...................... Robert Stoelting, bs3 

can assure me that they will be Regular Features ................ Clifton Fonstad, Jr., ee4 
included in all subsequent issues. Harold Weber, me3 
Admittedly they weren't always > 

good (i.e. bad), but they were one Artist) 43s owas eae 02 ena eoemeeszsase ee James Tyndall, bs3 
of the highlights of each issue. | 

R.D. | 
Madison | 

| * 
* | 

IENGINEER: j 
BUSINESS STAFF 

What ever happened to the good 
old days when each issue of the , “one 

Wisconsin Engineer had at least 2 Manager ........................+.. Robert Margraf, ee4 

pages of jokes? If this is progress, Circulation .......................... Mary Baker, amp3 
what a product! .. 

1M Advertising .......................... John Altmann, ee4 

Madison 

(The response to our omission * 

has been overwhelming. As a re- | 
sult we have obtained a censor of 
sorts and reinstated our joke page, 

under the new title of “Printables.”) 

* : ; 
Assoc. Prof. George R. Sell .................... Chairman 

ENGINEER: Assoc. Prof. Howard J. Schwebke ..........Faculty Advisor 

We wish to compliment you on Assoc. Prof. John L. Asmuth ........ Electrical Engineering 
the high quality of the editorial _ 
edutent of your October 1964 issue. Asst. Prof. Raymond B. Esser ..... Mechanical Engineering 

reo i ue poe work of leaving Prof. David J. Mack ....... Minerals & Metals Engineering 
ie jokes out! 

r eC i Jhemicé nei ying High School Librarians Prof. Wayne K. Neill .............. Chemical Engineering 

Association, WCTU Assoc. Prof. Charles G. Salmon ...........Civil Engineering 
and others 

(Sorry, but we have to please the —— — 
majority of our (corrupted) read- 

crs.) 
MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

* Chairman: Pror, J. R. Bisserr, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas, 
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701. 

ENGINEER: Publishers Representatives: Lirre.it—Murray—BarNui.y, INc., 369 Lexington Ave- 
uo nue, New York, New York 10017. 

Bring back the Girl-of-the 
Month! Now! Second Class Postage Paid at Madison, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
. 7 . mn | Acceptance for mailing at a special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act 

R. T. | of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 
Madison 

| Published monthly from October 0 May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 
: si re . ‘ Journal Association, 333 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison, Wisconsin 

(Anything you say. Wait for our | 53706. Editorial Office Hours 2:30-4:30 Tuesday & Thursday. Office Phone (608) 
December issue.) | 262-3494. 
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(and his professors) should know about AC-MILWAUKEE 
Sure, everybody's got a career program. But we think you'll find Physics, we invite you to inquire about the opportunities at any of 
ours a little more stimulating, more rewarding, and at least in- our three locations. AC in MILWAUKEE—our main research, develop- 
triguing enough to spend the next minute or so reading about it. ment and manufacturing facility. AC in BOSTON—our Research and 
We call it our “Career Acceleration Program.” In it, you’ll work on Development Laboratory specializing in advanced inertial compo- 
such advanced projects as an avionics system for supersonic aircraft, nents, spacecraft and avionics guidance/navigation systems. AC in 
a guidance/navigation system for the Apollo Command Module and LOS ANGELES—our Research and Development Laboratory special- 
LEM, and a newguidance system for the Titan II! space launch vehicle. izing in advanced airborne computers; ballistic missile and space 

, oe . , booster guidance/navigation systems. For further information, see Seven hours a day you'll work ona specific project. You'll spend one your college placement office regarding a 
hour each day in formal Class work. These Classes include courses in General Motors/AC on-campus interview, 
Inertial Instruments, Inertial Guidance, Digital Computers, Advanced or write directly to Mr. G. F. Raasch 
Transistors, Advanced Servomechanisms, Integrated Circuits, Space . Sora 2a pee eee 
Mechanics, plus other mathematics and undergraduate disciplines Director of Scientific and Professional -46, 78 ‘iirad P 8 P Employment, Dept. #5753, General Motors 

ME Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. 
We also have a Tuition Refund Plan that pays all of your tuition costs PhDs, please note : Positions are available 
upon satisfactorily completing college-level courses of study under- inall three AC locations for PhDs, depend- 
taken voluntarily. Our ‘in-plant’ evening educational program ing on concentration of study and area AC SPARK PLUG 
offers additional opportunities for technical improvement. of interest. You are invited to contact The Rpevonict Division 

. * aoe : é of General Motors 
If you are completing your BS or MS degree in EE, ME, Math or Mr. Raasch for additional information. ‘An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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At Dow, we won’t promise exactly where you'll be sitting 20 years from now. 

We'd like to promise you fame and Challenges for many diverse talents periodic stock purchase plans, annual 

prestige and high position. But we are found in our 30 domestic plants salary review, pension and_profit- 
can't. Periodic, guaranteed promo- as well as facilities in 31 countries | sharing plan, our educational assist- 

tions are not our way at Dow. Merit abroad. We produce a variety of ance plan. 

promotions are. And the winning of products, ranging from chemicals to Ifyou're looking for a challenging and 

them is up to you. plastics to consumer goods—some promising future, perhaps Dow is for 
That's why assignments are made on 700 different products used by more you. Learn more by writing the Tech- 

the basis of ability. Progress is than 200 industries. More products nical Placement Manager at any of 

analyzed, Promotions come from and improvements originate con- our locations listed below. The Dow 

within. (Most of our top men began — stantly from our 50 research labs. Chemical Company, Midland, Mich. 
their careers with us.) Our transfer Since World War II, our sales have An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
policy encourages lateral moves risen 800%. 

which benefit the individual as well Employee benefits are in great evi- oo 

as Dow. We've overcome possible dence, too, at Dow. Included are HI MMOS fone ee 
hazards of our size by organizing sickness and accident benefits, life 5 SNS IGN ARE ena eoere 

j . 3 sgt op 7 ‘ ivision, Indianapolis ¢ Louisiana—Plaque- 
much like a group of small companies. insurance, hospitalization insurance, mine * Massachusetts—Framingham * Mich- 

As a result, recognition comes easier igan—Midland * Ohio—Packaging Division, 
and faster for capable people who ‘ Cleveland * Oklahoma—Dowell Division, Tulsa 
enjoy working. * Texas—-Freeport « Virginia—Williamsburg 

NOVEMBER, 1964 9



Wh iti b h ? at's exciting about that: 
Nothing—if you’re bored by Project and potatoes” markets in the Auto- You’ll work with one of three 
Mohole, turbine engines, the world’s motive, Railroad, Farm and Con- products: Bearings, Steel or Rock 
tallest crane, and biggest strip-min- struction machinery industries. Bits. Uses for these products number 
ing shovel, a telephone cable-laying At the Timken Company you in the growing thousands. 
ship now crossing the Pacific, space receive up to four years’ training in There are 31 Timken Company 
exploration, the Spirit of America one or more of 22 training programs domestic sales offices in the United 
race car, the Alweg Monorail, a —80% of which are for young States and Canada. Practically every moveable grandstand for the new engineers. major city has one. 
District of Columbia Stadium, Atlas Instruction takes place on the job We serve markets in 119 countries missiles and defense work— and in the classroom. With pay. And from 14 manufacturing plants in 

They’re all recent projects involv- we participate in executive develop- England, France, Australia, South ing The Timken Roller Bearing ment programs at well-known uni- Africa, Canada, and the U.S. 
Company, world’s largest manu- versities. And we’re still growing. 
facturer of tapered roller bearings If you come with us, you can be So if you’re interested in our kind 
and a leading producer of fine alloy an indoor-type working in straight of work, why not get in touch with steel. research, testing and production. Or us? Write Dept. MC for our 12-page The Timken Company is the you can be an indoor-outdoor-type career booklet. 
world’s largest because our engi- and become a sales engineer, helping The Timken Roller Bearing 
neers developed tapered roller bear- customers solve their design prob- Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. An ings that revolutionized our “meat lems, which are also ours. equal opportunity employer. 
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ON UNIONS 

We are happy to have the opportunity to print Howard Berry’s 

article “Unions For Engineers” (p. 18) and hope that all of our readers 

find time to read and digest it. 

Professional unions are reality, today, whether we like it or not. 

Whether they prosper or perish will be decided by each of us as we 

take our places in the outside world after graduation. A feud is in 

the making and in a few short years we may all become deeply in- 
volved in it, involuntarily or of our own will. 

Although we may not necessarily admit it, the salary which we 

will receive for our services is important to us. Perhaps this was a 

major reason for our choice of engineering as a career. The unions 

have existed on this fact from their beginning. We cannot condemn 

the unions but rather question their validity for professional men. 

Have the unions overlooked the simple fact that the men they at- 

tempt to organize as labor (professional though they may be) are the 
same men who are constantly sought after by management as trainees 
in that field. 

While we have to at the moment side with the professional soci- 

eties and their anti-union feelings, this magazine cannot go any fur- 

ther out on the limb, primarily because we feel students are certainly 

not qualified and experienced enough to make a definite decision on 

the matter. Nevertheless, there are still many unanswered questions 
and projections to the future. In light of this, the Wisconsin Engineer 

invites its readers to let their feelings be known through a forum on 
these pages. Who says all the “sifting and winnowing” at UW must 

take place on the Hill? Being future graduates of one of the nation’s 
leading Engineering schools, we should be prepared to accept the 

challenge of professional leadership. 
R. J. Smiri 
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The High Speed Diesel Engi 
° 

Its Design and Importance 

By JAIME A. RICART-LOWE 

HE high-speed diesel engine HISTORICAL BACKGROUND sulted in an engine that had an 
Tis been in the market for Two men are generally credited output of 50 bhp at 1,500 rpm. 

more than. thirty years now. with the development of the com- Further research by the same com- 
However, it was not until the last pression-ignition (diesel) engine. pany on this crude engine _pro- 
decade ° 2 that “a ‘ype 0! en- Though the English inventor Her- diced a ee Bye ead 1Ono: 

feria gmat aA th hein TBE of iter en fee fai ” ed ¢ nl sone i in. provements of the oil engines of Mara ies. Be . = le pm. 8 
the improved combustion and in the 1880's can be said to have been pets COOLS: DENZ, (trade mark of 
jection methods. The combustion an early contributor to the princi- Daimler-Benz A G., Mannheim, of the fuel in the diesel engine is ples of the diesel engine, it was the Germany ) engine became the pro- 

one of the most important consid- German scientist Dr. Rudolf Diesel totype of the high-speed diesel ie 
erations when designing a high- who developed the theory of the 8s that were used ee rec haa aie The como Compson ignition engine mY 190 Further dete 
diesel engines are: ire ore or be 1892, — ons ae a me gine was stop mad be ‘World War 
tion chamber the turbulence bile a successful engine working Ul. =e * : 
chamber, the air cell chamber, and ae uy a met 1 id In the U. S. the diesel engine 
the direct-injection chamber, As idea's wee al nut the hae wer was slow to become popular, be- 
the speed of the high-speed diesel ae MENS ene the lines of the cause of the excess of gasoline 
engines increases, so does the im- wine Vi teoprecating Steam ieee available here during those years. 
portance of the injection system, Seek 4 t at Dies used aa ships at It was during the post war years 
which must inject minute and ac- at ape ae eneiies ad re that changes were made in the de- 
curately measured amounts of fuel siacied a t ne marme field, be- signs of the early 30’s. In the last 
into the cylinder at the proper ae kets Tarde size. AS early fifteen years great strides have 
time. The injection systems com- a ‘It as nol ae Dr. ao had been made in the improvement of 
monly used today are the individ- aut @ Sinat SMBUS 40K “CxDEn compression-ignition engines. It 
ual pump system and the distribu- mental PUTPOSes: This engine had has been in this last fifteen years 
tor system. High speed diesel en- an output of thirty horsepower at that the high-speed diesel engine 

gines are preferred over low- and 600 “em. . . has started to gain popularity in 
medium-speed diesel engines, be- It was not until 1919 that serious the U.S. A present research pro- 
cause of high-speed diesel engine research work was started in the gram is designed to yield a very 
higher power to weight ratio. Due quest for a high-speed diesel en- high-speed diesel engine. . 
to the increased cost of lighter gine. At this point, several defini- 
fuels —like gasoline —the high- tions are in order. A high-speed THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
speed diesel engine is bound to be- diesel engine runs above 1,500 rpm . : . 
come more and more important in while a slow-speed diesel engine The diesel engine cycle as devel- 
the near future. runs below 250 rpm. Medium- oped by Dr. Diesel can be repre- 

Before reviewing the design speed diesel engines fall between sented on @ pressure-volume dia- 
characteristics of the present day these two extremes. pram in Fig. I. The PROCESSES that 
diesel engines, it is worthwhile to The development of a high-speed take place in the ideal air-standard 
cover some of the historical and diesel engine was undertaken by cycle are as follows: 
theoretical background of these Daimler-Benz A. G. of Mannheim, Process ab —Isentropic com- 
engines. Germany in 1919. This reSearch re- pression. 
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be — Constant pressure _ self-ignition of the mixture were al- cylinder just prior to injection. Sev- 
addition of heat. lowed to take place, the so-called eral very ingenous ways have been 

cd —Isentropic expan- “knocking” of the engine would — used to achieve this end. 
sion. take place. The knocking is due 

da — Constant volume to the sharp pressure rise that takes The Precombustion Chamber 
rejection of heat. place when self-ignition occurs. The pre-combusti Sawyer is 

a, ead 7 . The thermal efficiency of an in- ee rerrom Susuon, Chamber’ 18 Dr. Diesel’s original engine used sarnial combustion ence work: by far the oldest of the combustion ee =. : ernal combustion engine working os air injection to inject the fuel into on the’ Otto’cycle is shen b methods in use. It was developed 
the cylinder so his experimental en- : TEners, BI y by Daimler-Benz A. G. of Mann- 
gines closely approximated the N,=1— (= )k heim, Germany, in 1928. 
ideal cycle. Ty A cross-section of the pre-com- 

where, N, = Thermal efficiency bustion chamber is shown in Fig. 
he Compression ratio = 2. The action is as follows: when 

—: initial_volume. the air is compressed in the cyl- 
P final volume. inder a large amount of it is in the 

k = Gas constant = pre-combustion chamber, A; when 
Specific heat at constant press. the injection starts, a small amount 
Specific heat at constant vol. of the injected fuel ignites. The 

Since k is constant for the gas | amount of fuel that burns inside of 
used, which is air in this case, it the pre-combustion chamber _ is 

d cannot be changed. Therefore the limited by the air present in the 
$ thermal efficiency of the cycle is a latter. This combustion process in- 

. . . function of the compression ratio,  Creases the pressure in the pre- Figure 1,—Air-standard Diesel Cycle. It can be said from the equation Combustion chamber. Due to this 
For reasons to be discussed later that the engine that can achieve increase in pressure, the remaining 

apelin tS cr as f satisfac. the higher compression ratio will fuel, together with the hot gases a jection was found unsatisfac 1 . 2 present-in the chamber: is expelled 
tory, and solid injection took its be the more efficient one. There- S high speeds thr sh the I Ben 
place. Solid injection coupled with fore, since the diesel engine can B The bon. “s , d Sei or . leea t ne the high speeds of today’s high- achieve higher compression ratios, “Sent abs os hone < rs = tee 
speed diesel engines have caused — it follows that it is more efficient nu ta aumosD ngre iny itne) cymneer 
the modern diesel to work on a than the gasoline engine. ests, ts, i fuel is mixed mu cycle that resembles the Otto cycle With the theory in mind, we can er air = sent an mee ; 
more than it does resemble the ow proceed to discuss the design on ai BOW BD ug, C, is: prowidec 
Diesel cycle. characteristics of the combustion sakes Ee baba jail . aa ol 

|i fase engine works on saber ofthe highspeed sel pate Th pectin ca 
he o cycle, too. The following * Rade avhace cneedewange 2. 

question might then pop up in Shoe whose speeds range up to 3, 
your mind: If both engines work DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF ‘ ie ad vantages of the: pre-com= 
on the same cycle, what, then, is COMBUSTION CHAMBERS ae ae 2BeS ° “ pee > > > bustion chamber are as the follow- the difference between them? The The design of the combustion ing: 
difference resides mainly in the way chamber is one of the most impor- ° 
the fuel is distributed to the cylin- tant facets in today’s high-speed 1. Low injection pressures as 

der and the way it is ignited. Ina diesel engines. Because the fuel is compared with other types of 
diesel engine the fuel is injected, not introduced until the end of the combustion chambers, e.g. 1,- 
at high pressure, into the cylinder, compression stroke, the fuel has a 000 Ib. per sq, in. 
just before TDC (top dead center) short time to vaporize and form a 2. Maximum econ omy is ob- 
in the compression stroke, i. e. just combustible mixture with the air tained both under full and 
before the topmost point of travel in the cylinder. In the slow- and part load conditions. 
of the piston. The injected fuel is medium-speed diesel engines, this 
then vaporized and ignited, not by is not a difficult proposition, be- 
a spark—like in the spark-ignition cause the fuel can be injected di- CA A 
(gasoline) engine—but by the — rectly into the cylinder and it still XS Vi 
high temperature of the highly has enough time to mix with the A Sa it # A 
compressed air in the cylinder. air before the piston reaches TDC. yX SOx As ob al 
Since only air is compressed by the However, in a high-speed diesel PRES | 
piston in its compression stroke, engine, the amount of time avail- Sy 45 Pi ti | 
there is no theoretical limit of how able between the start of injection {i SAAN) | 2 
much this air can be compressed. and the end of the compression a, ERGY } Zo 
In a gasoline engine, however, a stroke is very small so the com- (SS SS 
mixture of air and fuel is com- bustion methods used in low- and c f hf SS hy \ i 
pressed by the cylinder; therefore, — medium-speed engines would be N BOW N 
the amount of compression is lim- very wasteful. However, this prob- ~ 
ited by the self-ignition tempera- lem has been solved by creating a Figure 2.—Mercedes-Benz, pre- 
ture of the combustible mixture. If — very turbulent atmosphere in the combustion chamber. 
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3. Simple, single-orifice, nozzles 1. Easy starting—no need for 3. Need for high grade fuel for 
can be used, because the fuel glow plugs. smooth operation. 
does not have to be atomized 2. Complete absence of “diesel The nex f i 

to any great extent. knock”, which results in very Be a oe type oe fepeaen 

{, Low-grade fuels can be used smooth running. t en per te ae Saas s a type 
without harming performance. 3. Very low injection pressures at Uses fais to. per i ce ih a 

—850 psi. reservoir of air to produce a turbu- 

The main disadvantage of the lent atmosphere. 
pre-combustion chamber is the fact The main disadvantage of the 
that a large amount of heat trans- Perkins chamber is the need for a The Air Cell Chamber 
fer from the mixture to the sur- relatively expensive double-orifice The atv cell chamber wnlike the 

roundings takes place at orifice B. nozzle. pre-combustion chamber and the 
This results in higher fuel con- The Perkins combustion cham- turbulence chamber, uses a cham- 

sumption than for other types of ber is used in all the engines manu- fer or cell in which no fuel is in- 
combustion chambers. factured by Perkins Motors. Speeds jected at any time. The main pur- 

The performance of the pre-com- as high as 4,000 rpm have been pose of the air cell is to insure a 

bustion chamber proved the ad- achieved with it. thorough mixing of the air and the 

vantages of a turbulent atmos- fuel throughout the combustion 
phere. Further research resulted in Hercules Combustion Chamber process. 
the development of the next type In the Hercules combustion The best representative of the 
of combustion chamber that will chamber, the manufacturers claim, air cell chamber is that used in the 

be reviewed. the air charge receives a high rota- engines manufactured by M. A. N. 
tional speed of fifty times the of Germany. The M. A. N. cham- 

The Turbulence Chamber crankshaft rpm. The Hercules ber is shown in Fig. 3. This cham- 

The taalenee: cianiier a3 ae chamber was designed with the ber uses an atomizing nozzle to in- 

tually a modification of the pre- purpose of producing a vey effi- ject the fuel. Part of the fuel burns 

combustion chamber, The action of sient combustion of the fuel. Ex- immediately inrthe ne designated 
the turbulence chamber combines perimental results show that up to as combustion space. The DUFPOse 
effectively characteristics from 95% of the fuel supplied to the cyl- of the iait cell, in which: air has 
both the pre-combustion chamber inder can be burned by this cham- been compressed at very high pres- 

— wee ber. In the commercial engines 90% sures, is to initiate secondary tur- 
and the open or direct injection . : ar eng bulence in the combusti ham- 
chamber (to be discussed later). usage 8 claimed. This latter value pulence: in tie com pustion enam 

The turbulence chamber is used is much higher than those for other ber by means of a stream of ain. 
\erv extensively and there are sev- types of combustion chambers in This turbulence is called second- 

eral good designs in the market. the market. ary, because i goes not beconie 
cre, two of the representative de- The way the Hercules combus- important until the | last moments 

cidoe of ‘the turbulence Cha ber tion chamber works is basically the of the combustion process when its 

will be reviewed—the Perkins Same as the Perkins chamber. The ™#!n purpose 18 to assure the com- 
chamber (British), and the Hercu- main difference lies in the method ae of any eeterfvers fuel. be 

les Motor Co, (U.S. A.) chamber. of producing the swirl. In the Her- ore injection starts there is a defi- 

cules chamber, the swirl speed of nite amount of turbulence in the 
Parking Gambustion, Chamber the air is produced not only by combustion chamber due to com- 

The waythat dt works is ag fol- compression of the air in the cyl- 

lows: the injection viozale is of ia inder as the piston approaches top _ : ee see 

special design that gives two dead center, but by the fact that a Ley SS 

streams of fuel: A small one di- the biston itself reduces the effec- SS 

rected towards the combustion tive area of the orifice as it ap- Cormbistion eo cS ( 

chamber, and a large one directed proaches TDC. _ Oe ' 

towards the cylinder. The object of The advantages of the Hercules Ut SUL IB 
the small spray is to ensure an inti- chamber are the following: Shee 2 aaa 
mate mixing of the fuel and air, 1. Easy starting—no glow plugs | Ll “4 mu 

this mixing is achieved by means of needed. f NY. 
a mass of swirling air in the cham- 2. Almost complete combustion y chy i 
ber. This swirl is obtained by com- of the fuel—complete lack of ; 
pression of the air in the cylinder exhaust smoke and fumes. hc ee eel | 

as the piston approaches top dead 3. Very easy to assemble the 

center. Then the mixture in cham- chamber in the engine block. fart 
ber ignites, and the burning mix- Diffuser 

ture rushes out of the chamber. As The disadvantages of the Hercu- 5 | os ane 
the mixture rushes out it ignites the les chamber are: Rh = PRs 

fuel that has already been injected 1. High injection pressure—L,- . | b 
into the cylinder by the nozzle. 650 psi. Sams” 

The advantages of this type of 2. Expensive pintle nozzle is 
chamber are: needed. Figure 3.—M.A.N. Combustion Chamber. 
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| 

4, Shrouded intake valves might 
decrease the volumetric. effi- 

i = INLET VALE \ | ciency of the engine, if they 

a SHROUD [7 \ tS are not properly designed. 
I SROWING 

/ a | ll } a Ue Even with all these disadvan- 

/ — XQ \ AR tages, the direct-injection chamber 

C fy / Ho Na ree is becoming more popular, besa 

he, RAN tecstion, This ig matoly tone 18 Bo 
\ — ) INLET. QO" ropean countries, where fuel con- 

SHROUD Qo sumption is the most important 

eT | consideration. 

ie Sreeant 3 SOTABY Siig ON DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 

i THE FUEL SPRAY AIR INJECTION SYSTEMS 

Seyi (7 f W\ The injection syste * ue High 

( SH AAD y wey tai speed diesel engine is, by far, one 

WY NO | 5 NEE PUEL of the ps ane parts of the 

= = engine, because the injection sys- 

a SRMELE LERTON, CEST OF aeBRUpGREO tem must inject into the cylinder, 
TRAPPED BY RISING PISTON eS at the proper time, accurately- 

Figure 4.—Sauer dual-turbulence cylinder head. meee mate ae of fe 
n high-speed diesel engines the 

pression of the air as the piston ap- combustion chambers of this type problem is complicated further by 

proaches top dead center. The tur- in the market today are nothing the fact that the fuel is compres- 

bulence caused by the escaping but modifications of the original sible and the tubing is expandable. 

stream of air is superimposed on design, it will be reviewed here. These properties cause severe 

the turbulence caused by the pis- | The chamber and the air currents problems, because when the pump 

ton or primary turbulence. formed in it are shown in Fig. 4. pumps the fuel at high pressure 

The advantages of the air cell As it can be seen in Fig, 4, the this disturbance travels through 

chamber are: intake valves have shrouds in them fhe ae as a high ae 

1 ery anonthnvoing sotto det the emterng iene. wpe enine hs 
2, Exhaust completely free of one direction. A note of explana- ® ede Fines this se neerates "a 5 

smoke and bad odor. tion must be given here; the orig- st eee “pesble 4 pressure WW the 

3. Easy starting—no need for inal design had four valves: two delay. pro ems peeaUse of vie 
Bo hed / : . lay existing between the time 

glow plugs. for intake and two for exhaust. hat the fuel lSavex ane : 

However, modern combustion that the uel leaves the pump and 

The disadvantages of the air cell chambers of this design only have the ume that an canal amount i 
chamber are: two valves, The piston head fuel is injected into the cylinder. 

1. Expensive atomizer is needed. (crown) has a toroidal cavity in it, th is this problem that has limited 

2. High injection pressures—2,- this cavity causes further turbu- ne speed of diesel engines to @ 
gh inj I ? y Ce 4 maximum of 3,500 rpm. However 

000 psi. lence to be given to the air, be- at last EHO & a I | . ked 

a : cause of compression of the air as ee two companies have licked 
The last chamber to be discussed the piston approaches top dead the problem and have built engines 

is the direct injection combustion center . The: nozzlé weed with this that can run as high as 10,000 rpm. 

chamber which contrasts with — Ghamber is a wiulti-hole one. AS it Nothing more can be said about 

those previously discussed involv- is shown in Fig. 4, these holes ‘are these engines and their injection 

ing an additional chamber. loeated every 90 degrees : systems, because the companies 

It was stated at the beginning Tt . “ad a of | . concerned have not released infor- 

of this section on combustion a ne mam ee gh oF fhe air mation about them to the public. 

chamber designs, that the early de- preset spend . fy oe Three general types of injection 

signers of high-speed diesel en- a vd Den ed | b _ systems are in use today. These sys- 

gines found direct-injection unsuit- Guceg tea Se eee tems are: the common rail system 
. bank» oti ing charge and, thus, reduced heat a ystem, 
able for high speed operation. To losses the distributor system, and the in- 

a certain point this was right; how- SSCS. . dividual-pump system. Of these the 

ever, today through ingenious de- The disadvantages of the direct- — Gommon rail is the oldest one in 

sign, the direct-injection chamber injection chamber are the follow- use. The distributor system is the 

is perfectly fit for high-speed diesel "8! newest one, The principle of each 

engines. 1. Speed is limited to around 2,- of these systems is shown in Fig. 5. 

The forerunner of the direct-in- 400 rpm. 
jection chambers used today was 2. Operation tends to be rough, The Common Rail System 

the chamber designed by Saurer if low grade fuels are used. The common rail injection sys- 

and Co. of Switzerland and intro- 3. Comparatively expensive noz- tem was the first solid injection 

duced in 1934. Since most of the zle and piston. system to be used and to this day 
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— pinion system which rotates the 
or ' (| plunger acting as a throttle. 

A | J /} test] \ q () f} AN f} From what has been said be- 
desl | | cae | HE | cyte fore, it is apparent that the full 

0 | jm Fo | Syne | 0 | load position will occur when the 
“a ttre ~ Kissy Te eaoson ETT Tt caw Cama TT F ~ Sat plunger travels the most before 

Totamimatrenf LLL dota Mill toy PP Sine Siang po Conta uncovering port B. For other load 
nean tutte Mewes]! Ga, are bf ry conditions the duration of the in- 
Pumps ‘or Equivalent Alternative and Pressure ‘Common Rail . . . : 

Pump tir recurs jection period is decreased. For 

re i Fawr [5p oan he ase’ Lsspat — ine Titer 135 shut down. of the engine, the effec- 

[Sint | oO} (Sz) s+o—{ ro tive pumping travel of the plunger 
Low Pressure Pump (Transfer Pump) Low Pressure Pump (Transfer Pump) Low Pressure Pump (Transfer Pump) * se 

(a) () () is down to a minimum. 
The advantage of the individual 

Figure 5.—Basic solid injection systems. (a) individual-pump, (b) distributor, pump injection system lies in its 
(c) common-rail. compactness, because all the func- 

tions are combined in a separate 
pump for each cylinder. However, 

it is still used in slow- and medium- pressure (25 psi) pump and since the plungers, barrels and 
speed marine engines. As shown in through a fine filter. This low-pres- other parts of the pump in a mullti- 
Fig. 5-c, it consists of a low pres- sure fuel enters into a sump which cylinder engine must be carefully 
sure pump connected to the fuel is connected through the ports to machined to very close tolerances 
tank. This pump feeds the high- the plunger and barrel assembly. for smooth operation of the engine, 
pressure pump which connects As . the individual pump injection sys- 

5 ont de 2 As the plunger compresses the a 
with the common rail to which in- : tem tends to be very expensive. 
dividual injectors are connected by fuel, the delivery valve opens and The unit injection system, i.e. 
means of a valve. This valve is ac- the fuel flows through the dis- each cylinder with an individual 
tuated at the proper time by a cam charge tubing to the injector noz- pump located nearby and the latter 
in a camshaft connected to the en- Ie. The discharge of the fuel from being a unit completely independ- 
gine crankshaft. The original com- the nozzle takes place through the ent from the pumps for the other 
mon rail system is shown in Fig, 6. tifice which is closed by a spring cylinders, is not as popular as the 
In this system the amount of fuel load valve and is opened by the en-bloc assembly. The unit injec- 
injected was governed by the posi- Pressure of the fuel in the dis- tion mode of the individual pump 
tion of the wedge in the pushrod charge tubing. The plungers in the injection system has been used 
mechanism. The main fault with — Ptmp are driven by cams on a very extensively and_ successfully 
the original system was that if the camshaft that is driven by the en- by General Motors Corp. in this 
valve did not seat well, there gine through gears. The way the country, however. 
would be a continuous dribbling — Pump meters and pumps the fuel 
of fuel into the cylinder, causing is shown in Fig. 7. The Distributor System 

large amounts of exhaust smoke When the plunger is at the bot- The first successful distributor 

and fouling of the engine. tom both ports, A and B, are un- system, the principle of which is 
covered, and fuel is forced into the shown in Fig. 5-b, was designed 

The Individual Pump System barrel by the pressure existing in and manufactured by Cummings 
The individual pump system, the fuel feed line. When the Engine Corporation in this coun- 

shown in Fig. 5-a, is used in two plunger rises it closes both ports, try. Since the Cummings system is 
manners—cither as an individual and the compressed fuel lifts the a good representative of the sys- 
pump in each cylinder and driven delivery valve. This action begins tems available in the market, it is 
by a timing camshaft or as an en- the injection period. As the plunger the system that will be discussed 
bloc construction. The individual continues to rise, the helical 
pump system was developed by a grooves in it will uncover port B. 
German inventor, Robert Bosch, in This action is shown in Fig. 7. The : 

the 1920's. It was Bosch who put uncovering of port B will occur at y i) 
forth the idea of a high-pressure | some point of the travel of the ae ret 

pump to each cylinder. He also plunger. This point will be deter- sth 2 
founded a company, Bosch A. G. of | mined by the load that is placed on J Al KSA 
Stuttgart, Germany, to build the — the engine at that particular time. [Z Z = pil BS] NS 
pumps. To this day Bosch A. G. The uncovering of the port B will i III \ IL 
jointly with its American subsidi- cause the high-pressure fuel above (9) AN Ny 
ary, American-Bosch Corporation, the plunger to escape through slot Lh IV 
remains the leader in the field of s back into the sump, ending the SUL. Ah (2mm 
manufacturing individual pump __ injection period. Ve ~ ap Y 
systems. Due to this fact, the Bosch The metering of the fuel is ac- Z a SS YA 
en-bloc injection pump will be dis- complished by the position of the A Y 
cussed here, helical groove with respect to relief 

; In the Bosch pump, fuel is port B. This relative position is al- Figure 6.—Oviginal common Yail 
forced into it by means of a low tered by means of a rack, and injection system. 
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. iy GEY where, T = Torque in foot- 

AV By; GEG pounds, 
Cc Oa YEG c BOG bmep = Brake mean ef- 

UR Vi) YN OA? fective - 
aN NIV Ni IN ective pres 

ANNA yn NA UN | NY sure, psia, 
AN AEN a X= 4 oo ee 
b ye ply VASA cle, 2 for a four- 

FC A B 5 Tepes s Che cle engine, 2 
Le) ump 4 | Ky ump NOTA for a four-cycl SHA Nig tase SaHEIRE or a rour-cycle 

N FS NEN NaS (B) engine 

Inet NaN s VN VN By-pass D= Displacement 
4 N WN = Displa 

port NSN NUS NN port of the engine, 
Intake Injection By-pass cubic inches. 

Figure 7.—Cross section of fuel-pump barrel. If equation (2) is substituted 
into equation (1), then: 

HP = 2X 7X bmep X D XN 

here. A diagramatic sketch of the actual system differs from these 33,000 * 12 x (X) 
Cummings system is shown in Fig. diagrams, but the functioning is (3) 

8. he G was diseeib . identical. It is then apparent from equa- 
i ee ae: Se a wot ve tion (3) that if the speed of the 
jection system works as WS! oe . Tre 
fuel at medium pressure (120 psi) THE ADVANTAGES OF THE HIGH. “nine and the number of cycles of 

P P the engine are fixed, either the 
is supplied by a transfer pump SPEED DIESEL ENGINES OVER me : : 

Paeg | ’ we MEDIUM- AND SLOW- mean effective pressure or the dis- 
which is not shown, to a metering , fhe inieveased iii or- 

: . : SPEED DIESELS placement must be increased in or 
pump. This metering pump is a der to produce a higher horse- 

plunger, barrel and rack amaneys From mechanics, it is known — power output. In actual engines 
TENE 128 used in the individual that the horsepower available in a oth of these characteristics are 
pump system. The fuel so metered moving shaft is given by not simple functions. However, it 

2 en directed ito the prop’ er cyl: HP = 2cTN is worthwhile to notice, that as the 
inder by a distributor with drilled oo etek SS displace t of the engl iy. 
accage. . d k th 5 . 33,000 (1) isplacemen e engine u 

passageways, rotated by the cam where creases so does the size of the pis- 
shaft. At this point the metered HP = Hors . > fon, ‘This aa tuum limits the mad: 
fuel has not been compressed to = Horsepower, Me els We Pee ; hi oh oF een C6 F - : T = Torque, in Foot-pounds, mum speed of the engine, because 

Mle nigh, pressure necessaty’ 104 any N = Shaft rpm. of the inertial problems presented 
jection. The fuel is compressed to by the larger piston. As the mean 

high pressures by Tneans of a pump Thus the shaft horsepower is di- effective pressure is increased, 

integral with the injector nozzle. rectly proportional to shaft speed which means that the cylinder 

at eee we a 1s oe and the torque exerted on the must experience higher pressures, 

i ss hi hes Sh, The p unger shaft. If the horsepower output is the engine has to be built sturdier. 
ex © at t vvrnshaft of the op- to be kept constant, the applied These two characteristics cause the 
erated by the camshaft of the en- torque must increase as the shaft slow- and medium-speed engines 
pine and it works.as follows: dor rpm are decreased. to be very heavy. Slow-speed diesel 
ae the intake stroke 7 ue nchile For an internal combustion en- engines in common use today are 
o Pp etod “haa gracualy Ww he gine the torque exerted on the out- —_ as much as four times as heavy per 
the metered tuel is entering the put shaft is given by, output horsepower as their high- 
plunger chamber B through check speed counterparts 
valve C. On the compression stroke T = bmep xD : “ 
of the engine, hot compressed air 12x (X) (2) (Continued on page 22) 
enters the plunger chamber. This 
action heats and vaporizes the fuel. 
Just prior to top dead center, the — fuel 
plunger A is forced downward [ eeey <= 

compressing and discharging the t Distributor c rl 
hot fuel through six small orifices | heck |g 
in the spray tip. ep Vig Po} Planeer pce et 
The main purposes of the design Sey (h ( ANE wiley (Ih 

of the distributor injection system tt i Hh SU) SU U RAVAN) Chamber YW 
are to meter the fuel at relatively } w & WwW & SN SEEN Ze ygN 
low pressures, to avoid high-pres- . Injection Nozzles AXON AV yy i) /, A 
sure delivery lines, and to use only [ |] KR GEANE I~ 
one measuring pump for all cyl- | | | Fuel Tank KS BS ~ 

inders. M (a) (b) 

It must be mentioned once again fering Pump % 

that the diagrams of Fig. 8 are Figure 8.—(a) Diagrammatic sketch of Cummins injection system; 
merely schematic diagrams. The (b) injection nozzole with pumping plunger. 
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Unions for Engi 
By HOWARD R. BERRY 

N JULY 8, 1958, pickets pa- not growing as rapidly or causing for legislation to protect engineers’ 
O raded around the RCA plant — as much alarm and controversy as collective-bargaining rights. The 

at Camden, New Jersey. Sim- they did five years ago, profes- result—incorporated in the Taft- 
ilar groups marched around other sional and technical unions have a Hartley Act—was a fundamental 
RCA plants at Moorestown and firm footing in some American change in labor law that affected 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey, and out- | companies, principally in Cali- subsequent developments in the 
side the RCA Building in New fornia and New York. The young engineering-union movement. 
York City, proclaiming that man- — graduate engineer just entering in- | While professional unions had or- 
agement was unfair to labor. dustry may not be aware that a iginally been formed for defensive 
Eighteen hundred RCA employees condition of employment in some reasons, they now began to think 
were on strike after collective bar- companies is membership in a la- aggressively. 
gaining did not yield the de- bor or trade union. . 
manded 19.5% pay increase. On a Four years of higher education Who Are the Unions? 
whole the strikers were orderly, in preparation for a professional In 1960 thirty unions, located 
but there were some acts of van- career just to be classified as a principally in California and New 
dalism as several hundred mem- worker or member of the labor York, represented technical per- 
bers of the striking union crossed force is a rather dismaying sonnel; they bargain for some 65,- 
picket lines and reported for work. thought, a thought worth investi- 000 members, but only 41,000 or 
The strikers had a neat trick of gation. 63% are professionals. Since reliable 
standing near the plant entrance sources seem to agree that about a 

with arms down at their side—an How the Door to Professional million professionals work in the 
extended key concealed in their Unions Was Opened United States, the number of un- 
hand. As a car passed, an ugly, ex- The Wagner Act, coming in the ionized professionals appears 
pensive scratch appeared along its middle of the depression, guaran- small. 

full length. teed the right of collective bargain- The unions may be classified 
This was not just an ordinary — ing, but the Act provided no dis- as follows: 1) Engineers and 

strike. The strikers were not com- tinction between professionals and Scientists of America; 2) Engineers 
mon laborers; they were not men other employees. Engineers found and Scientists Guild; 3) American 
who must earn their living with themselves becoming minority Federation of Technical Employ- 
skilled hands or a strong back and groups in unions that did not rep- ees; 4) five small unions associated 

could only improve their position resent them. To rectify the situa- — with AFL-CIO; and 5) eight inde- 
through collective bargaining. tion, engineers formed their own pendent unions. 
These were professional men; men unions and negotiated for interpre- Largest and most highly pro- 
who earned their living with their tations from the National Labor fessional of the union groups is the 
intelligence and creativity. They Relations Board. Engineers and Scientists of Amer- 

were college graduates whose jobs While NLRB had the power to —_ica—representing 54 percent of all 
involve the consistent exercise of recognize engineering groups as the unionized professionals. 
discretion and judgment; men of separate bargaining units, it was Formed in 1952 with eight mem- 
the type such that the output pro- slow in doing so. The board ad- ber unions, the ESA has failed to 
duced or the result accomplished mitted the professional nature of attract many new unions; member- 
by them cannot be standardized in engineering, but it did not deem ship, at a high of 50,000 in 1956, 
relation to a given period of time. professionalism a sufficient reason has now dropped to half that num- 
These men were RCA engineers; to distinguish engineers from other ber. The major cause for the de- 
all involved in research and devel- employees. cline was a controversy over the 
opment. They were members of After World War IL much of the relative merits of professionalism 
The Association of Professional En- friction had subsided and the labor and unionism. Tighter eligibility 
gineering Personnel—an_ engineer- laws were reviewed. Professional requirements resulted and several 
ing union, societies beseiged Congress with |= member unions withdrew to form 

Engineering unions are fact— distinctions between professionals their own federation—the Engi- 
they exist today. Although they are and nonprofessionals and pressured neers and Scientists Guild. 
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Organized in 1957, ESG said nical and professional worker. Sev- schools, owned body and soul by 
that the shift to a rigid definition of eral engineering unions, notably the corporations and by the tech- 
the professional requirements for the Engineers and Scientists of nical societies working within the 
membership and the de-emphasis America, stress status in collective- schools. To counteract this poison- 

on the function of collective-bar- bargaining agreements; these un- ing process, AFL-CIO is undertak- 
gaining by the ESA had forced ions frequently request a contract ing major programs to reach young 
them to secede. The ESG, how- requiring the employer to pay pro- people in the schools before the 
ever, has never developed to the fessional society dues for the engi- societies can get to them. These 
point where it could effectively | neer-employee. Other contract programs include growing union- 
conduct collective bargaining. The clauses often include leave of ab- ization of teachers and the use of 
primary problem, other than the — sence with pay for engineers wish- them to spread organization phi- 
usual organizational difficulties, ing to attend professional society  losophy among their students, and 
has been the fear of the small un- meetings, tuition refunds for engi- publishing of material on benefits 
ions in ESG for the power of the neers taking university courses con- of professional and technical em- 
one large member, the Engineer’s nected with their work, leave of — ployees from collective bargaining 
and Architect’s Association, repre- absence without loss of seniority to without detriment to their profes- 
senting 55% of the total member- engineers wishing to further their sional status. 
ship. education on a full time basis, and 

provisions covering the signing of Union Attiude Toward Engineers 
Unions Must Organize the patent agreements. The stand taken by the Ameri- 

White-Collar Workers The union believes that occupa- can Federation of Technical Em- 
: tional problems facing professional _ployees is that engineers are work- 

ove’ ents econom F A Rae eg ee ne é 
Developments m our economy and technical employees are, in ers. Mr. M. F. Lach, an official of 

are shifting large numbers of work- ; Ce ee ye : 
. . some cases, similar to those of the the AFTE says, “In elevating en- 

ers from both skilled and unskilled Gipieal ‘BEsduetoa: dvd. anainté - to th iit tat f doctors 
. : . ‘a @ a a ETS > elite status tors 

trades to highly trained technical YE P - Thana te lh : eineers tortie Ghite Stakas-Or Cagtar 
: : nance worker. There is little differ- and lawyers, the Defense Produc- 

and professional duties. It has been ; : y : ve : 
: i ence seen in the pension needs of tion Act is applying an obsolete 

predicted that by 1965 the white- | ; . a8 
. yee atk the two groups, though profes- and superficial criterion. In modern 

collar workers will outnumber the a ° ‘ : : 
5 sional workers seem to take more industrial management the engi- blue-collar workers by over a mil- : a: : . j h 

. ‘ interest in the technical details and neer is more closely akin to the ma- 
lion. The census figures reflect this 1 oe . ef : > 

wae : _ mathematics of pension and wel- chinist at his lathe and the produc- 
critical change in the composition fare plang. Unions fealize that both : k he li Engi 

. e a - ans. S a Ze a rKe) a 2. a SeTS 

of the labor force. Between 1952 her seas yest bargaining point = oe Toy re oF nein cre know : : irs est barge : 3 arg ayeineers 
and 1959, the number of semi- and their oa al for a shift iis o hk ‘rue “mee OS skilled industrial workers declined | oc Stes .: this tobetrue. 
by 5% and non-skilled workers b in thinking lie in the wage area. 

| YO” ane noneskus S_°Y While the production-maintenance Attitude of Professional Societies 
12% of their strength; the number worker expects to be paid on the . _ 

| of professional and technical em- hasig of ae ‘ob he holds the pro- The technical and professiona 
ployees in industry, however, in pasy OOM Jo Le a societies are openly anti-union. 

| “Feagéd | or 60% essional expects to be paid as They are doing everything in their creased by over 60%. ty for Tis. levowled: - { | 
| ai : gs much tor his knowledge, training, power to convince the engineer 

The major labor organizations and ability as for his actual duties. that, as a professional, he should 
are well aware that their future Unions feel that professional and resolve differences «with his em= 

growth and influence must come technical employees are as much ployer without calling for a union. 
from these technical and_profes- interested in getting pay raises, by They claim the engineer must 

sional or white-collar groups. They any means feasible, as are produc- choose the professional values of 

ot look . a than the pro- tion and maintenance workers. dedication, independence, and 
Cuction Tanks if they: swish: £0; nr Traditional union attitudes ou contribution to society. The pri- 
at ee. collect ie seniority require considerable revi- mary consideration is betterment 

on 1] Cal. 3 ems mag. 1 ita i sion for acceptance by profes- of mankind, regardless of tangible 
dues, and gain wider control over sionals. The nature of the work rewards. Judged in this light, col- 
industry. However, the pe rec: performed by professionals, and jective bargaining, says the soci- 
ognizes that there are differences their high regard for excellence of eties, places primary importance on 

brbuten nes on ba of work- performance, is felt to PUEZE, material benefits and restricts, 
ers and calls for shifts in union the importance of seniority in pro- _yather than enhances, freedom and 
preaniaatinn and policy to meet motion and as far ae | rae eatisfaction. 
hem. concer rofessionals’ atti 25 : eye eae cence Pre essionals fe Professional societies find it diffi- 

a of : ES: : “4 . : 
‘ : tne SAOUB It fo beemoresan tine with cult to directly oppose the unions 

Union Officials Set the Stage for traditional union policy. 1 ca of cortal FARA TIE AIS i because of certain legal restrictions 
Future Action > 5, PP pcanes 

5 as well as the tax restrictions. 
Engineers as a group show little Sian iy Fi Improve Since many members of profes- 

affection for unions. Labor organi- elr image sional societies are also employers, 
zations must work to improve their According to AFL-CIO. think- active antiunionism by the societies 
image and at the same time modify ing, the engineer is deeply poi- is therefore limited under the Taft- 
their organizational structure to soned by management in evil part- Hartley Act. 
better meet the needs of the tech- nership with the engineering (Continued on page 27) 
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2a 

ee i Being a technically trained man...we assume you 

Dee uN, are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and 
PONS X accomplishment and that you are looking for a com- 
< eS pany possessing these same qualities. 
I es ‘ s . 
Ce xk ™— ey If our assumption is correct, we would like you to take 
oy - o oe " a close look at us. For this Company, while solving the 
na " ie . ees ’ problems of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest- 

yao . os lessness which anticipates the challenges of tomorrow. 
ree ak " And more important to you, it recognizes its engineers 
oS ae 1 and scientists as the master key to its present success 
ee / Wl and future progress. 

ee oe a From a solid foundation of basic and applied research, 
a ee. | : our Company has gained a firm foothold in the land, 
ce a Be ” sea, air, and space programs that are helping to shape 
ae ee | our nation’s future. Our engineers and scientists are 

et : . | : exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion 

ee ere for every environment. Should you join them, you'll be 
iy CLrCSS assigned early responsibility... to apply your engineer- 
Ds “tT Foe ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines... 

i ~~ id rocket engines... fuel cells and nuclear power. 

_ a. . va provi es Such trail-blazing projects command the best of varied 

Ce ee h il talent. That's why you’ll find at Pratt & Whitney Air- 
/ ¥. : Cc a enge craft men with college training as diverse as their 

: —. eS responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities 

eee a . . ry 4 for for professional growth are further enhanced by our 

a iriaiit - 2 corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. 
ft 8 : 

a OP fix, ‘coe a t ll Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: 

vir ua y MECHANICAL « AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL 

and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY 

every ° METALLURGY » CERAMICS » MATHEMATICS e¢ ENGINEER- 
—— 7 ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. 

technical For further information concerning a career with Pratt & 
2! Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of- 

talent ficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 

— Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, 

at Connecticut. 

Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft ircra SPECIALISTS IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 

FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN- 

LE DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 
S Ory 

CO <a 

rss 

U Pratt & Whitney AiIrCraft  ovsoxcr unres Shemarr cone 
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer



Diesel Engine apparent in Europe. This is, of slow and medium-speed diesel en- 
a course, due to the high cost of fuels gines. However, now the high- 

(Continued from page 17) in Europe. speed diesel engine is starting to 
Slow-speed engines, due to the Among the interesting designs make strong headway in the field. 

larger amount of time available for used in the field is the horizontal — made possible by the application 
combustion, can burn very heavy engine used in the coaches (buses ) of modern theories to the construc- 
and cheap fuels. The high-speed — made by General Motors Corp. in tion of power plants for vessels. 
diesel engine needs much lighter this country. This is a two-cycle, The slow- and medium-speed 
fuels to work well. These fuels are, six cylinder engine designed for an diesels were perfect for marine use. 
of course, more expensive than the output of 165 hp at 2,000 rpm. It because they could drive the pro- 
heavy ones. The advantage of the also exhibits a forced air scaveng- _peller shaft directly without the 
slow-speed diesel engine over the ing system. The weight per horse- need of a reducing gearbox and 
high-speed diesel engine is out- power of this G. M. horizontal die- without the danger of damaging 
weighed by the fact that heavy sel compares very well with that of _ the propeller by inducing cavita- 
fuels tend to have very large per- an equivalent gasoline engine. tion. However, it is now thought 
centages of sulphur and ashes. The High-speed diesel engines have that if a vessel needs 10,000 horse- 
high content of impurities causes never been very popular in the power for propulsion and 500 
the heavy fuels to be more detri- field of family cars, because of horsepower for auxiliary power, it 
mental to the engines. their poor acceleration, high level is better to have something like 

Of course, high-speed diesel en- of noise, large weight to horse- twenty-five 500-h.p. high-speed 
gines are the only diesel engines power ratios, and relatively low diesels driving electric generators. 
that are suitable for use in the au- speeds as compared to equivalent Twenty of these would be used for 
tomotive field, but there are many gasoline engines. Furthermore, propulsion and one for auxiliary 
advantages in using them in situa- high-speed diesel engines require power. The remaining four sets 
tions where the slow- and medium- frequent changes of the fuel filters, would be used for emergency pur- 
speed diesel engines had been — because of the accurately ma- poses. It is claimed that this sys- 
dominant before. These situations chined fuel pump. Also high-speed tem gives the best flexibility and 
include marine and railroad trans- diesel engines require very high- dependability, because the shut- 
portation. It has been found un- grade lubricating oil which must ting down of one unit does not af- 
practical to build high-speed diesel be changed often, because of the fect the other units, while for ex- 
engines whose outputs exceed 1,- high pressures encountered in ample in a vessel powered by a 
500 brake horsepower. these engines. It is apparent that large slow-speed diesel, if some- 

the average car driver would not thing goes wrong with it, all the 
Use in the Automotive Field go for all these disadvantages when propulsive power is lost. The whole 
High-speed diesel engines have all he is going to get out of it is high-speed diesel power plant is 

found a great deal of application fuel economy and more dependa- much lighter than an equivalent 
in that segment of automotive bility. For those drivers that are slow-speed diesel power plant. 
transportation that requires a con- willing to do away with accelera- Several ships have been built with 
stant power output and, therefore, tion and high speed performance this new concept in Germany. So 
a constant speed. This segment in- for the sake of economy, Mercedes- far the results are most encourag- 
cludes buses and_ trucks. Benz of Germany, Citréen of ing. The only disadvantage of this 

At constant power the high- France and Fiat of Italy market type of a set up is the need for bet- 
speed diesel engine (for that mat- high-speed diesel engines that can ter quality fuel and, therefore more 
ter all diesel engines) exhibits its be fitted to their standard sedans. expensive fuel. But this is not too 
highest efficiency and therefore, its For an example of the performance _high of a price to pay for increased 
highest economy. The diesel en- characteristics, the Mercedes-Benz reliability and reduced dead 
gines used in trucks and_ buses 170 D sedan has a fuel consump- weight. 

usually exhibit very poor accelera- #0 of 35 mpg. and a maximum . . . 
tion characteristics as compared speed of 62 mph. It must be added Use in the Railroad Field 
with the gasoline engine. But, since that a sedan fitted with a high- In the field of railroad power 
acceleration is not particularly im- speed diesel engine costs as much plants, the slow- and medium- 
portant in trucks and buses, the — & $400 more than the car fitted speed engines were masters after 
popularity of high-speed diesel en- with the standard gas engine. To they had displaced the steam loco- 
gines is not hampered in these quote Professor Phillip S. Myers, motive. However, for the last ten 

fields. “I do not foresee, at this time, years, the high-speed diesel engine 

The design characteristics of die- any chance for the diesel engine has been the leader, having dis- 
sel engines for automotive uses do, as a power source for family Placed its slower relatives. . 
however, follow either one of two cars. They are too noisy and too Most locomotives in the field to- 
very different trends: relatively expensive. The gasoline engine day use diesel-electric drives. For 
high speed (3500 rpm) with lower is here to stay in the family car Such type of drive the higher the 
economy as compared to relatively business.” speed of the ‘pume mover, the 
low speed (2000 rpm) and very higher the efficiency, because with 
high economy. The first trend is Use in the Marine Field higher speeds lighter electric gen- 

more apparent in the United Until not long ago the marine ¢rators_ may be used. Also high- 
States, where the second is more field was strictly the domain of (Continued on page 27) 
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Microwave relay towers assure reliable land transmission of tele- 

and improving phone, radio, television and data traffic—with complete flexibility. 

To serve a growing America, we are steadily en- 

larging our communications system ... opening new 
e e YS em route-miles of cable and microwave . . . bringing more 

customers into the network ... adding new services. 

As a result, the Bell System offers unique career op- 

portunities to ambitious young engineers who want to 

work on projects commensurate with their talents. 

In the Bell System there are literally hundreds of in- 

triguing engineering assignments ranging from the plan- 

ning of telephone service for large communities to the 
development of miniaturized components for equip- 
ment. A Bell System career can bring an engineer an 

exciting variety of tasks, every one important, with every- 

thing needed to carry them out. 

The Bell System companies are equal opportunity 

employers that match the benefits, salaries and working 

conditions of other companies. Few can match them, 
however, for work that is interesting and important. 

You owe it to yourself to investigate your career pos- 

sibilities in the Bell System. Have your Placement 
Office arrange a date with our interviewing team, or get 
in touch with a local Bell operating company. Either 
way, we’ll welcome a chance to talk with you. 

| A BELL SYSTEM 
= American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 

and Associated Companies 

: _ : 

7 eo 
| Sy A : 

C.S. LONG LINES lays and maintains Bell System undersea tele- 

phone cables that provide dependable overseas transmission. 
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How long is 
your shadow? 

At Douglas you can make it reach 

to the moon and beyond in outer 

space programs. Or make it a bul- 

wark against aggressors in some of 

the most vital defense projects of 

our time. Or let it fall on magnificent 

jet aircraft programs that are shrink- 

ing the world. You'll be doing 

important work, requiring both 

i energy and creativity. But the re- 

re wards in rapid professional growth 

, are great. Many young graduates 

oe have become supervisors at Douglas 

in only a few years. So if you'd like 

ay ~— to make your mark on tomorrow, 

— get in touch with us. We're an equal 

Uy a opportunity employer. 

ea —_ 

oe Nee ay x —_—_ SSS 

; ee, a b Send your resume to S. A. Amestoy 
s * ee Box 692-X, Corporate Offices 

fc erm Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. 
to Santa Monica, California 
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Five years ago Gene Wampole techniques have proved applicable way to a challenging and reward- 

came to Delco Radio with a BS in to a wide variety of problems in ing career with Delco Radio. You'll 

Science from Ball State University metal fabrication. find opportunities in such areas as 

and an MA from Indiana University. As a young graduate engineer silicon and germanium device de- 

Today, Gene Wampole is a you, too, could soon be on your | velopment, ferrites, solid state dif- 

Senior Project Engineer at Delco— fusion, creative packaging of semi- 

well on his way to a longtime, sat- ie Saee oe ee eee conductor products, development 

isfying career with this electronics . of laboratory equipment, reliability 
Lo An equal opportunity employer . . . 

division of General Motors Corpo- techniques, and applications and 

ration. solid state electronics@ manufacturing engineering. 

Gene is pictured here at an opti- Ir Our brochure detailing the op- 

cal comparator, used for making ! portunities to share in forging the 

highly accurate measurements of X J future of electronics with this out- 

the very precise dimensions of V standing Delco-GM team is yours 

metal masks for such devices as for the asking. Watch for Delco 

light dependent resistors. Tech- Detco Rapio DIVISION Radio interview dates on your cam- 
niques and equipment for fabri- OF GENERAL Motors pus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long- 

cating these metal migeks were Kokomo, Indiana shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Divi- 

developed for Delco’s extensive sion, General Motors Corporation, 

microelectronics program. These ee ee ee Kokomo, Indiana. 
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THE STRATOSCOPE II manned balloon. The primary mis- Both flights involved a modification 
TELESCOPE SYSTEM sion of the telescope system is to — of the optical systems to employ a 

Project Stratoscope LL telescope photograph planets, nebulae and  spectrophotometer for infrared an- 
is a 3-ton, 36-inch aperture optical other celestial objects above the alyses of celestial objects. The first, 
aystena capable of providing a pho- dust and water vapor interferences in March 1963, gathered infrared 
tographic resolution of O.1 second of the atmosphere. After each data on the atmosphere of Mars; 
oF are—equal +6 the ability: to ‘diss flight, the system and the exposed the second, in November 1963, was 
tinguish two objects 30 inches photographic film will be returned directed at ten objects including 
apart ‘at a distance of 1.000 miles. to earth, Jupiter and certain cool red giant 

The Stratoscope IL instrument is The telescope has been proved stars. The first photographic flight i BT aa : s scheduled for late in 1964 lofted to 80,000 feet by an un- successful in two flights to date. See eae . 
Project Stratoscope is directed 

by Professor Martin Schwarzschild 
e/oo:rocaurvane of Princeton University Observa- 

BRS areca tory. It is sponsored by the Nat- 

FieLo smo“) ional Science Foundation, the 

>: RETRODIVIOER Office of Naval Research and the 
2-POWER LENS —~ Tf} £/50 FOCAL PLANE ae . 

ae FOR PHOTOGRAPHY (OTHER RETRODIVIDER National Aeronautics and Space 
| PHOTOMULTIPLIERS eo ge NN NOT SHOWN) Administration. 

*S £/4 FOCAL PLANE j 
© pen stave coumnoiten | Key elements of the Stratoscope 
as a B:8 BOWER. | II telescope system are: a precise 

Xe Fig ~~ pnorowutrieciens JY ee TELEVISION optical system, with a 400-pound, 
erriEL ae NN MM U if a 36-inch diameter primary mirror 
orview / 3 ¥ | HL wide 0NaeS which has been fabricated to an 
BonesicnteD with EE #720 rocat Pane accuracy of 1%4,500,000th of an 
mA TENSION TURE |> — inch; a command system capable 

2D We of controlling more than 80 actions 
and a 64-channel telemetry system 

PRIMARY MIRROR A which provide a high degree of re- 

FOCAL LENGTH IAs” mote control; a guidance tracking 
system with an accuracy of 0,02 

Optical system of Stratoscope II Telescope. second of arc; and a suspension Pp 
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| 4 — Diesel Engine 
; : g/- a ie as (Continued from page 22) 

eae * za C speed diesels have a better power 
ny _ a i to weight ration than slow- and 

: vel wires rec ' medium-speed diesels. These two 
ee rie Pies ' factors result in reduced weight 

and reduced length, both of which 
‘ are important to railroads for econ- 

r\\ omy and maneuverability. These 
\ , advantages have caused most loco- 
4 i motives in the U. S. and Europe to 
\ d be driven by high-speed diesel 
\ i engines. 

\ f CONCLUSION 

" — f One might look forward to a 
ed f world in which all heavy transpor- 

hn 7 | tation vehicles—buses and trucks— 
“ah § are going to be powered with high- 

aay ' speed diesel engines. Also all auxil- 
i! i I : iary construction equipment. will 
> ify use high-speed diesel engines. 

é _ Al \ Even today, one only has to pick 
r= lecnchesnear eee a \ a magazine covering these trades 

‘ th Touts and read about the companies that 
Hye | | have switched to diesel power. 

he, Furthermore, at the present time 

a, / several companies are carrying 

very extensive research programs 
aimed at reducing the noise pro- 
duced by diesel engines. When 

f ah An these programs yield results, one 
gthapis pe i ees can look forward to complete taxi- 

‘ ty ware {i oe °c a cab fleets powered by high-speed 
aici fi ppien B Se or ae oe diesel engines. 
ee Seis ain ee a Most of these opinions have 
- Pata eo Ln natn been put forth keeping in mind the 

The Verrazano Narrows Bridge Opened November 21. present state of the art. However, 

at this time, it is impossible to 
make any solid predictions, mainly 

system which permits the telescope then poured through and over the — because of the fast pace at which 
to be moved about multiple axes. floor system to a total depth of 6 in. present technology is advancing, 

To weld the complex floor sys- 
WELDING STRENGTHENS ROAD- _ tem, American Bridge Division of Unions for Engineers 
WAY OF LONGEST SUSPENDED United States Steel Corporation (Continued from page 19) 

BRIDGE SPAN used a_high-tensile-strength low- ae , a . 
More than 21% miles of welded hydrogen, iron-powder electrode. fon. ‘techuioal the engineer "hier. 

steel flooring will carry traffic on Designed for the Triborough ine Denes nnd aiding aid. co- 
the double-decked Verrazano-Nar- Bridge and Tunnel Authority, the oO are between éii he and 
rows Bridge. The bridge, whose giant bridge is a record-breaker on evana, vemient, ‘Chey an eonduatin . 

4,260-ft. suspended main span is many counts. Its twin suspension educational campaigns and oneour, 

the world’s longest, will soon con- towers, rising 690 ft. out of New aging formation of informal sound- 
nect New York’s Staten Island with York Harbor, are taller than any in x boards . “ 

Brooklyn. building outside of New York. tn spite ‘of these activities, some 
The floor system consists of con- Wire used in the four 7,205-ft. wuthouties feel ae professional 

nected sections made from open- cables could encircle the earth societies cannot possibly provide 

work constructional carbon. steel. nearly six times, and took more for all the needs of engineers. Even 
These sections were shop-fabri- than three years to make and spin. though they are broadening their 

cated of light, rolled I-beams and Enough steel is contained in the programs, the societies have no di- 
intersecting reinforcing bars. structure to build three Empire rect way of controlling the environ- 
Roadway sections are welded to State Buildings, and enough con- ment provided by managers; they 

the floor beams of the suspended crete to form a four-lane highway can only attempt to influence the 
structure and to the contact points from the bridge to Washington, managers. 
of the reinforcing bars. Concrete is D.C. (Continued on page 30) 
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Mathematical Bafflers, By Angela variety of logic and deduction puz- ods; modern blast furnace prac- 
Dunn, McGraw-Hill, $6.50. zles; probability posers; a collec- tices; the modern pneumatic, open 
cory we tion of intriguing puzzles requiring hearth, electric furnace, duplex 
The first expedition HO} Mars only a flash of Coarenaa reach and triplex steelmaking processes; 

found only the ruins of a civiliza- a solution; and assorted number steel and iron castings, including 
fon, “The explorers: “were able t0 theory problems. roll manufacture; heating methods; 
translate a Martian equation as fol- * We shall assume that the base rolling mills; rolling and forging 
lows: oa 20x + 125 = 0: x of the number system is equal to practices; steel conditioning; pro- 
= 5, 8 This was very strange the number of fingers. If b is the tective coatings; heat treatment; 

mathenratics The value x = ° base then we can write the equa- mechanical testing and gages. 
seemed legitimate enough but x he tion as follows: Extensive discussions are devoted 
f oanbedanne explanation. Vic 5x? — Sbx + (b? + 2b 45) =0 to the manufacture and properties 
a eb SySh& a a Thus b = 5 + 8 = 13 and the of carbon and alloy steels, and the 
wn. TRADE similar to ours, how Martians had 13 fingers. products made from them. These 

many fingers would you say the include blooms, slabs and _ billets; 
Martians had: L The Making, Shaping and Treating heavy forgings; rails and structural 

Chis is only one of over 150 of Steel. U. S. Steel Corp., $5.00. sections; plates, merchant bars, and 
mathematical gems compiled by hot strip mill products; cold reduc- 

chic. vivaclous puzzle buff and The most complete one-volume tion mill products; galvanized prod- 
university lecturer Angela Dunn in reference work relating to the iron ucts; tin plate and teme plates; 
her book, Mathematical Bafflrs: and steel industry has been pub- circular shapes; axles; shafts; wire; 
A collection of the best puzzles lished in its eighth edition. Com- tubular products; electrical sheets; 
from the famous Problematical pletely revised since its seventh and corrosion-resistant and heat-re- 
Recreations’ series of Litton Indus- edition was issued in 1957, the new sistant products. 

tries, together with dozens of pro- volume offers users and makers of Copies of the volume, priced at 
vocative posers created especially steel a comprehensive summary of $10.00 each, may be obtained from 
for this volume. present-day theory and ; practice United States Steel, Office Service- 

The problems, selected for orig- covering all phases of iron and Stores, 1509 Muriel Street, Pitts- 

inality, elegance of solution, and steel production from raw mate- burgh, Pa. 15203. Students of ac- 
imaginative appeal, range from the tials to finished products. credited educational institutions 
very simple — those requiring no Recent developments in. steel- may obtain the book for $5.00 per 
mathematical background—to making and processing that are re- copy, providing each order is coun- 
those which would challenge the viewed include basic oxygen steel- tersigned by a faculty member. 
ingenuity of a professional mathe- making processes, vacuum degas- . . 

matician. Clever illustrations sing and continuous casting Construction Company Organiza- 
throughout the book give subtle | methods. Four new chapters cover ti d M: : t B 
clues to solutions and add a hu- the manufacture of tonnage oxygen Casta E D Wes Mie ea 
morous touch, for steel plant use, direct-reduction fat Be 1 HeAMIEL Age, NACUTAW- 

F : coe . ill, $12.00. 
Miss Dunn says her primary ob- processes, manufacture of heavy 

ject in writing this book is to enter- press forgings, and water require- “I have observed, during my 
tain, therefore she has avoided ments for steelmaking. A fifth new more than 50 years in engineering 
tedious solutions, well-known prob- chapter presents the fundamental and construction, that many con- 
lems, duplication of theme from principles of the physical chemis- tractors fail to use the basic proven 

problem to problem, and extremely try of iron and steelmaking. methods of organization and 
difficult. problems. The problems The book, which contains 1,198 | management,” writes George E. 
she has chosen combine the un- pages of text, 982 illustrations and Deatherage in the preface of his 
usual, the unexpected, and the non- ‘150 tables, is divided into 48 chap- book, “Construction Company Or- 
obvious for those who “take pleas- ters, which are subdivided into sec- ganization and Management,” pub- 
ure in the process of reasoning, — tions. Each chapter and section is lished last month by McGraw-Hill. 
who enjoy exercising their inven- made as nearly independent of “In a recent comprehensive sur- 
tive facilities, who delight in the others as possible. An extensive in- vey covering an entire metropoli- 
pursuit of an elusive proof.” dex simplifies use of the book for tan area,” he continues, “it devel- 
Among the types of problems in reference work. oped that most contractors had not 

“Mathematical Bafflers” are: a In addition to the subjects men- even thought of formal organiza- 
number of exercises in algebraic tioned above, the book deals with tion until they were asked about it 
reasoning; a variety of geometry refractories; iron ores; fluxes and in the interview. Less than 25 per- 
problems; problems for those who slag; addition agents; steel scrap; cent had organization charts, and 
like Diophantine equations; a large early iron and steelmaking meth- these primarily were in the larger 
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firms. This is enlightening when staffed field organization. In Chap- Kimberly Clark 
considered along with the fact — ter 8 the author discusses the vari- Wisconsin State Highway 
that, according to each yearly an- ous forms of contracts and asserts Zenith Radio Corp. 
alysis of business failures in the that an organization is shaped by Dept. of Health Education & Welfare 
construction business, 85 per cent contractual arrangements. There AM. 

. of such failures were due to lack follows a chapter on the general | 
of management knowledge and ex- provisions contained in a contract Friday, November 20 
perience. Fully one-third of all which establish and define the re- Acrospace (2 of 2) if needed 
contractors are in the loss column lationship between the owner, ar- Ceco Steel Co. (CE’s) (2 of 2) 
at the year’s end, and an equal chitect, and contractor. Hallmark Cards 
number only barely escape closing The various functions and opera- Marathon Electric 
the books with a loss to their tions which can be transferred Minnesota Mining & Mfg. (4 of 4) 
creditors.” from the prime contractor's organi- _ National Cash Register Co. P.M. 

Mr. Deatherage has written his zation to that of his subcontractor A. E. Staley 

book with a view towards correct- are presented in Chapter 10, while Univac . ; 
: we eens aye * a Chapters 11 through 15 discuss the Washington State Highway 
ing this situation by providing a pters ug! USS N.AS.A. (Ohio) Lewis Res, Ctr, 
comprehensive volume on the sub- commonly used and_ recognized U, 8: Géoloaical Survey 
ject of construction company or- standard contracts including de-  y/4'5.4 southern Prof. Staffing 
ganization and management. His tails on lump sum and cost plus Procter & Gamble—Charmin Paper (2 
purpose is to present not only the agreements, engineering construc- of 2) 
basic fundamentals of construction tion contracts, federal contracts, 
organization in the light of the and highway contracts. November 23 thru November 30— 
type and extent of the work to be McGraw-Hill is publishing three No interviews 
done as expressed in the contract additional books by Mr. Deather- 
document Tequirements, but to ex- age during the next six months: Tuesday, December 1 P.M. 
press this in such detail that it will “Construction Office Administra- ; 
be truly informative and immedi- tion,” “Estimating and Job  Pre- Amen Cat Agric. Chemicals P.M. 
ately useful. In addition, he has al- planning,” and “Construction — Chrysler Com. : 
ways kept in mind that “whatever Scheduling” (tentative title), me 
information is imparted, it must be Further information on Deather- Nine Garp. AM. 

helpful in| furthering the ‘core’ age’s “Construction Company Or- Nalco Chemicals 
function of the contracting busi- ganization and Management” may _ Rockwell Standard A.M. 
ness, that of preparing realistic cost he obtained from the McGraw-Hill Texas Instruments 
estimates which give the maximum Book Information Service, 327 Wisconsin Electric Power Corp. 
assurance that a profit can be — West 4lst Street, New York, N, Y, Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. 
made.” 10036. Mason & Hanger 

“Construction Company Organi- 
zation and Management” is di- Wednesday;, December: 2 
vided into 15 chapters. Chapter 1 ° Lawrence Radiation Labs (Livermore ) 
explains the function of a general Interview Dates Los Alamos Scientific Labs 
contractor, and Chapter 2 de- Minnesota State Highway 
scribes the manner of creating the Wednesday, November 18 De eee Gs 

| structural framework of construc- Alleghany Ballistics (1 of 2) U. S. Weather Bureau P.M. 
tion organizations, illustrating that Allis Chalmers (1 of 2) 
regardess of size the functions re- American Can (Canco Div.) Thursday, December 3 
main basically the same. Continental Oil ' 

. 3 é Eastman Kodak (2 of 2) Joseph Bancroft & Sons A.M. 
Chapter 3 covers the historical Haivischfager Factory Mutual 

transition of organizations from the North American Aviation (3 of 3) Hercules Powder 
traditional military or line type to (PhD’s only) Autonetics A.M. Outboard ‘Marine 
the modern line and staff or func- sos Intemational AM. Sangamo Electric Co. 
tional type. The next chapter is de- Seana © informaiton AM, 
voted to the various departmental Sherwin Williams Monday, December 7 
components which constitute the State of Indiana Highway Com. P.M. Wyandotte Chemicals 
over-all organizational structure. Bureau of Ships . 
Methods of developing a field or- Wednesday, December 9 
ganization are explained in Chap- | Thursday, November 19 ’ 
ter 5, while basic leadership guide- Aerospace (1 of 2) U. S. Marines 
lines for conducting a successful Algoa sitions te aia Eaton Mfg. A.M. 

roe izati are rece j leghan allistics (2 of 2 

Goes. are: presemted "ty Allis Chalmers (2of 2) Thursday, December 10 
Ceco Steel Co. P.M. (ME & IE’s) (1 of . . . 5) phy 

Chapter 7 explains the necessary 2) . General Electric (1, of 2) PhD's 
preliminary functions a construc: Mimesota Mining & Mfg. (3 of 4) . . eg . f National Distillers Co. Friday, December 11 
tion manager needs to perform procter & Gamble (Charmin Paper Div.) 
personally before obtaining a fully (1 of 2) General Electric (2 of 2) PhD’s 
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Unions for Engineers sine in its survey of September, tists to join; consequently there are 

(Continued from paze 27) 1958, asked 1,000 engineers, “What bound to be some criticisms of 

conditions do you think cause engi- union members. 

Managements’ Position neers or scientists to join unions?” . 

Managers, shaken by the threat, Most of the answers were aimed In Summation 

are moving fast to counteract union straight at management. Some 18 Because of the change in compo- 

arguments with plans to improve different reasons were listed. Of sition of the labor force, there must 

engincer-administrator relations; these, money led the parade—low be a vigorous effort to unionize the 

their program gets at the heart of salaries or wages, poor salary ad- white collar workers if the unions 

two secondary problems, as well, ministration, lack of compensation are to remain strong and influen- 

employee turnover and effective for overtime, and so on. tial. Because many engineers are 

utilization of manpower. The main The second biggest condition dissatisfied with the treatment they 

effort, however, is aimed at bridg- favoring unionism was a poor en- receive from management, they are 

ing gaps in communication chan- gineer-management _ relationship— very susceptible to the persuasion 

nels, giving the engineer-employee lack of recognition, little apprecia- of labor unions. Professional soci- 

more chance to freely discuss his tion or consideration and indiffer- _ eties and management both have 

dissatisfactions. ence—which all help to alienate — forceful plans of action to halt the 

Mr. J. TI. Smith, President of the engineer from his management. trend toward unionsim. Some engi- 

Canadian General Electric, says The union inclined engineer is neers are repelled by the thought 

that to prevent unionization, man- pictured as a lazy, mediocre per- of regimentation and the leveling 

agement must provide five specific former, who can’t stand on his own _ effect so characteristic of mass or- 

needs of the professional engineer: two feet but who is never satisfied. ganizations. Others feel the effect 

1. He must have professional It should be noted that the survey — of _ unionization on the employees 

work. did not ask union members why has been to better their working 

2. He must have opportunity for they joined a union but rather conditions, raise their wage scale, 

| . aa Mb aRe TI asked engineers (only 24 of whom and better their understanding of 
promotion as a professional . ‘ eg ncrarmon tf até 
employee and as an individual were union members ) what condi- the problems of management in its 

Gontrihutor. tions caused engineers and _ scien- dealings with employees. 

3. He must have financial in- 
centives as rewards for im- if 
proved performance and ST PAT S 
greater contribution as an = 

individual. 

4. His job must be supervised 1965 DANCE CHAIRMANSHIP 

5 oe = professional wewpom® Polygon is now taking applications for a 1965 St. Pat's 
5. He must have professional - . 

recognition both within an en- dance chairman. If you’d like a CHALLENGE and think you 

terprise and in the surround- can make next year’s dance a SUCCESS, put your name, 

ing community. address and telephone number on a sheet of paper and 

Management is Not Meeting the place it in one of the suggestion boxes located in the M.E. 

Needs of the Engineer and E.E. lobby, or contact your Polygon representative. 
Engineers have many complaints 

about the treatment they receive oo 

from management. A recent opin- 
ion survey conducted by Standard B R i ia - N O W 
Oil Company of California showed 
that great quantities of red tape 
and little encouragement by man- DON’T MISS A COPY OF THE 1964-65 

agement for the engineer to im- 
prove — himself a the major WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

causes for dissatisfaction. This dis- 
satisfaction stimulates the desire The Wisconsin Engineer 
for engineers to have unions. 333 Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 
Why Do Engineers Join Unions 

If most engineers look at unions NGG crecersscrarecoconnereneenneccimstaresrerrt eterna re tanecnettcenetein meat mittee 
with such strong disfavor, how do 
technical and professional unions Street __________--_------_------------------------------ 

thrive and why do some engineers 
choose to join a labor organization? City, State and Zip Code 2 nooeeene eee 

Psychologists say people join un- 
ions for security and. recognition, T yee fl25: TI 
which they do not get from their 4 years $4.00 [] 

employers. Machine Design Maga- 
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vp pee Taam 

. “oe LIE Ge 
_ ae Cc, ar i ey i a : Yo Lip 

r. —— -— a 

Eg *g , _= < . — 

_ af lm } 
_ Bg Pl | a.) HM Reuben C. Gooderum, BSME 
ee ae — ’ es o Wisconsin, 1962, is shown examining 
I bu ._ meni combustion liners after a thermal 
. q 4 ee . ‘a . 2S. 
4 _ “we. , . , aint engine test at Allison Division, 

coe Q ae . A ys P 8 
oF CUT : : ™ General Motors, Indianapolis, Indi- a a ee 

oe Fr—r—l—FRE i ana. Thermal paint, developed b 

wa  <_ | Allison, is used to determine temper- 
oo y a ; | ature gradients existing on engine 

a ae : parts. 
Le - ee fF " | Gooderum is one of the young engi- 
a  ) & oe oe, | 2 x é 
ae ge an, i neers at Allison assigned to design 

7? — . : ; | and development of air-cooled tur- 
fe. : | : / bine engine hardware. This work in- 

. c ) i volves rig testing of turbine engine 

P ~_ «4 Nia . | parts to determine optimum configu- 

7 ~~ Ff iis : : | rations. Parts later are endurance- 
- i e — 4 tested on engines to prove the design. 

P i: a New, air-cooled turbine blades de- 

c ee ——ey veloped by Allison engineering have 
P » & _. Ms <i permitted more than 250°F higher _ st i , : 5 
ae C—O . turbine inlet temperatures on turbo- 
- ‘hen ._ «= »~ prop engines, providing as much as 
“2 = — o. 63% increased horsepower for the = |=  *. ~ ; ee ae — oe > same engine envelope. 

: \ / oo, ST - *..  £¢ We think you, too, will like the 
oF : _ ——_— ls 4 creative climate at Allison, as well as 

: Ja - @ ~%  ~_~ |. the advantages of being associated 

"Se \ ees ie a Va with a long-established leader in the 

. aS Vie a Cs - design, development and production 

. i ee @ - of high performance aircraft engines. 
oe o< s < a 7 i Talk to our representative when he 

SS Ne . “ eer 4 visits your campus. Let him tell you 

7. a“ S\ ¥ : y —~ e a & what it’s like at Allison where Energy 
oo i a a in “. s, . . 
, #\*\ ae eo ee NN a Conversion Is Our Business. 

a ee Wy 
Co @ a wags aS * \ v \ ‘\ An equal opportunity employer 

oe ee Ne CO \ SS - 

: i YY g@. | ‘— THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF 
’ 9 UcrenerAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
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3 Change. Change. Change. That’s research. 

Change is at the heart of our Re- technology.Alloftheseadvancesare materials produced by means of 
search and Development program. _ of vital interest to business, industry, NCR’s amazing chemical process of 
The optical font characters in the government and military agencies. micro-encapsulation. 

illustration above are part of a lan- For example, because of NCR Perhaps your own changing inter- 

guage that both people and elec- research, it is now possible to re- ests and professional employment 
tronic computer systems can under- duce a full page the size of a news- objectives coincide with those of 
stand...just one of an ever-growing paper to a tiny rectangle of space. NCR. If so, and you would like to be 
list of scientific achievements by The reduction is made possible considered for positions that are 

NCR people that have brought about — through NCR’s photochromic micro- now opening, write in complete con- 

many changes in such areas as image process. A minute area can __ fidencetoT.F.Wade, Technical Place- 

electronics, photochromics, semi- hold thousands of micro-capsules... ment, The National Cash Register 
conductor materials, and paper cell-like structures containing useful Co., Dayton 9, Ohio. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

NCR 
BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY © 
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DON YOUNG, MET.E., DREXEL '62— WALT BANTZ, E.E., SCRANTON '63— DAVE SPARKS, MIN.E., OHIO STATE 
Don is General Turn Foreman in our Engineer at our research laboratories ’60—Dave is Assistant to the Super- 
Bethlehem, Pa., Plant's electric fur- in Bethlehem, Pa., Walt is shown intendent of one of our modern mines. 
nace melting department, producing evaluating performance of ultrasonic His previous assignments covered vir- 
fine alloy and tool steels. equipment for detection of flaws in tually all aspects of our coal mining 

steel plates. operations. 

a i oh 4 2p of i= wt 
. “—<- yh q le ENS 

= = oa p ae } s cane oe a , & a 
Sp Te y GS. ee 

a Va j “ ee Re. 
“i Ps Pee 

ROLAND MOORE, C.E., MICHIGAN ROGER BOLLMAN, M.E., RENSSE- JIM LESKO, CH.E., PENN STATE '60 
’59—Rollie is our Sales Representa- LAER ’60—Roger is a production engi- —As Turn Foreman in the coke works 
tive in Des Moines, lowa. His tech- neer in the Sparrows Point plate mills. at our Johnstown, Pa., Plant, Jim 
nical training has been a valuable He has been working on the develop- applies both his undergraduate engi- 
asset in selling steel products. ment of rolling procedures for alloy neering background and his natural 

steel plates. leadership abilities. 

These alert young men are a few of the many recent graduates who joined the 
Bethlehem Loop Course, one of industry’s best-known management development 
programs. Want more information? We suggest you read our booklet, “Careers 
with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” Pick up a copy at your Placement 
Office, or write to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa. 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac- outstanding cultural and educational environment. 

turer of automatic controls for any and all fluids, gases Type of work: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to 

or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is interested 
growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively in design and development, research and test, sales 

steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million or manufacturing 

to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years). . . , . 

See chart above. Our products—control valves, pres- Advancement: Coupled with Fisher s policy to promote 
sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments— from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow- 
are key elements in industrial automation. ing company within a growing industry. 

Location: Fisher is basically an ‘Engineering’? com- If a growing company like ours appeals to you, consult 
pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant lowa your placement office or write directly to Mr. John 

community of 22,000. It’s less than 10 minutes to the Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV- 
modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, lowa. 
any home in Marshalltown. The community has an An Equal Opportunity Employer 

If it flows through pipe, chances are it’s controlled hy at, / 3 R 2 

Sem 
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Opportunities at Hughes for EE’s— Physicists— Scientists: 

from the ocean floor to the moon...and beyond 
Hughes sphere of activity extends from the far reaches of outer space to the bottom B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates 
of the sea...includes advanced studies, research, design, development and produc- CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
tion on projects such as: @ SURVEYOR — unmanned, soft-landing lunar spacecraft J : | ecember 1, 
for chemical and visual analysis of the moon's surface; @) SYNCOM (Synchronous- i ; . 

. . . x 3 . . ‘, . ~ earn more about opportunities at Hughes, 
orbit Communications Satellite)— provides world-wide communications with only three our educational programs. and the extra 
satellites; @ F-111B PHOENIX Missile System— an advanced weapon system designed benefits Southern California living offers. 
to radically extend the defensive strike capability of supersonic aircraft; @ Anti- For additional information and literature, 
ICBM Defense Systems — designed to locate, intercept and destroy attacking enemy consu i your-tollens Placement: Director: 
ballistic missiles in flight; @ Air Defense Control Systems — border-to-border con- Mr. Acd.'Simone 
trol of air defenses from a single command center — combines 3D radar, real-time Hughes Field Service & Support 
computer technology and display systems within a flexible communications network; P.O. Box 90515 
© 3D Radar—ground and ship-based systems give simultaneous height, range and Los Angeles, Calif. 90009 
bearing data—now in service on the nuclear-powered U.S.S. Enterprise; @POLARIS Creating a new world wifhyelectonics 
Guidance System — guidance components for the long-range POLARIS missile; r 4 

Hyd dvanced d other anti-submari fi ti ® — advanced sonar and other anti-submarine warfar ems, ! (8) Hydrospace a ubmarine warfare sys | HUGHES | 

| | Lo----------------- 
Other responsible assignments include: TAWCS (Tactical Air Weapons Control Systems), Hard Point HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
defense systems... advanced infrared systems, associative computers, advanced communications sys- U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 
tems, space materials and devices, parametric amplifiers... and many others. An equal opportunity employer. P pl y
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Would you like to be the man who masterminds the computer? 

Settling on your first important job is a big step. And Spearheading our growth is a vast and complex research 

nobody can make the final decision but you. If you are and development program. Some of the exciting projects 
looking for a company that encourages—and rewards in work are solid rocket fuels and the application of 
—individual contributions, give serious thought to a atomic radiation to form revolutionary new types of 

career with United States Rubber. We offer you the rubber, plastics and chemicals. Oceanography and the 

security of a company that is growing, and growing latest designs in space stations are also high on our 

fast in fields that present great opportunities to qualified agenda. 
rraduates. : ‘ g It is only in such a large and stable company such as 
Less than half our business is in tires. Our 70,000 em- United States Rubber that you will find the diversity, 
ployees in 74 plants, here and abroad, produce more the facilities, the opportunity—and the appreciation that 
than 33,000 different consumer and industrial products. challenge men of skill, industry and imagination. 

UNITED STATES RUBBER 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N.Y. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

THE FIELD IS WIDE = ‘“'U.S."’ offers a comprehensive variety of career opportunities to Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical, Indus- 
trial and Textile Engineers as well as to those with degrees in Physics, Mathematics and Chemistry. Contact your placement office 
to determine when a U.S, Rubber recruiter will visit your campus. Before you decide on your first job, have a talk with him. 
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This Design-Material Problem? 

“ s ak 
Situation: The equalizer bar shown here 7 K 

joins two spring assemblies to the undercarriage a 7 

b of a truck trailer. It is a Malleable iron casting ie kh 
Tf with a U-shaped cross section. It has high ” A 

C ( {@ yi Ay strength and weighs only 3.8 pounds. yy 

LLB SF [FZ ef 

SS fe 
wR eek 

Problem: ~ 
To raise the center hole 3 inches so that the unit can be adapted 

for use on house trailers. Costs must be kept to the absolute 

minimum to be successful in this highly competitive field. 

Which design would you use? 

A. 
O B. O Q G. 

: > (Q) - 

g 4) € 
2 

Solution: 
*WOpsed} UBISOP Y}IM 

yyBued}s YSIy SUIUIQUIOD ‘UOJ! alqealjeYW) UIede SEM payoajas |ela}eUw 

SUL “AUI| 18JU9D BY} }e SANDDO Peo] BU} JO 9]}}1] ABA BSNedeq paj}edipUl 

}.USI UOI}BS SSO4D PIjOS e UO!eNIS Siy} U] “Wed a4} Jo Sespa 49}NO 

9Y} JE—S4INDOO PeO| dy} BJBYM psoeid si! jejaw asnedaq SdI}SlUa}OeIeYyo 

UOI]NI4}SIP SS8J}s JSeq ay} Sey ‘adeys sejNqn} paAsno au} ‘g UOl}eI}SN]|[ 

eee Etc Is this the solution you would have chosen? If not, it 

cea may be to your advantage to learn more about Malleable MALLEABLE 

a y+ castings. Their many unique abilities are described 
oh in a new digest called ‘‘Design Criteria for Malleable “6 u (en 

ee “|. Iron Castings’. Send for your free copy today. NoersS soe 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY - UNION COMMERCE BUILDING - CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 
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“PRINTABLES” 
A car pulled up along side a A young man contemplating With a bushel of apples you can 

couple seated in a car, matrimony wanted to propose and have a hell of a time with the doc- 
“What’s the matter,” asked the — didn’t know how, so he went to _ tor’s wife. 

intended helper, “out of gas?” his dad for advice. es 8 8 
“Nope,” came the answer from “Well, son,” said the old man, “I An E.E. stared into a mirror one 

the inside. don't know that I can help you morning and, noting his bloodshot 
“Engine trouble?” much, With me and your Maw it eyes, resolved never to go into a 
“Nope.” happened one Sunday evening, bar again, “That television,” he 
“Tire down?” when yer Maw and me was asit- muttered, “is ruining my eyes.” 

“Didn't have to.” tin’ on the sofa. We was just a 
ea talkin’ along and purty soon yer see 

A farmer was phoning a veteri- Maw leaned Over and whispened Young man to draft board: “But 
narian, “Say, Doc,” he said, “I’ve mt my’ ar and I said, “The hell you you can’t turn me down! I’ve pro- 
got a sick cat. He just lays around SS the next day we were posed to three girls, told my in- 
and licks his paws. He has no ap- “——— aoe ae what I think of him, and 
petite. What shall I do for him?” A in abe . Soldumy "can 

“Give him a pint of castor oil,” Tes a fact: If you drink a gallon 2 8 @ 
waid ale vat. of milk a month for 1200 months, . 

Somewhat dubious, the farmer you'll live to be a hundred years Jack: “Til bet you think twice 
forced the cat to take a pint of cas- olds au 8 ae leave your wife alone 

he oi A couple days later he met And then there was the inebri- Mack: “Tl say. First I have to 
“How's your sick calf?” quired ated E.E. who was arrested for think up a reason for going out— 

the vet. feeding the squirrels in the park. then I have to think up why she 
“Sick calf! That was a sick cat] He was feeding them to the lions. can’t go with me!” 

had.” oe 8 2 2 8 
“My Gawd, did you give him Overheard in a parked car near « . p 

that pint of castor oil?” the campus “Slow down, Colum- Soph.: f éuled my Tyee 
“sure did.” bus, you've discovered enough for  ©X2™. | 
“Well what did he do?” asked the tonight.” ye. Wat 1 thought you had the vek ea oo answers written: on your cuff, 

“Last time | seen him,” said the Be thankful life isn’t as tragic as Soph.: “Yeah, but by mistake I 
farmer, “he was going over the hill portrayed in TV serials. Hot gennby: calenlss Shut 
with five other cats. Two were dig- oe e 8 6 
sing, two were covering up, and Th es dizzy but it’s yee “« Rice: ie 

oe scouting for newreenoey? the ne so hende that oa . Voice on Ehone: Jobin Smiths 

e requeste ‘ 
Student: “What shall we do to- The little boy wanted $100 50 Professors “All right. Who is this 

night?” badly he decided to pray for it. He speaking?” 

Friend: “TIl toss a coin. If it’s prayed several weeks with no re- Voice: “This is my roommate.” 
heads, we go to the movies; if its sults. So he wrote God. The post » @ & 
tails, we go bowling; if it stands office finally forwarded the letter 
on end, we study.” to the White House. The Presi- An English lady, self-appointed 

oe dent chuckled and ordered $5 sent supervisor of village morals, ac- 
, . . to the boy. The lad, delighted that cused a workman of having re- Every man is free to choose his i, prayers had been answered, in verted to drink because “with her 

own form of government—blond, part at least, wrote a thank-you own eyes” she had seen his wheel- 
brunette or redhead. note to God but added this P.S.: barrow standing outside a public 

eH “I notice you routed my letter house. The accused made no de- 
Then there was the groom who through Washington and as usual  fense, but that evening placed his 

finished his wife’s first breakfast, the bureaucrats deducted 95 per wheelbarrow outside her door and 
muttering, “Can’t cook either,” cent.” left it there all night. 
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...The machine, not the man! Indeed at many intangible variables for each person... 

Wisconsin Electric Power Company we pro- without the machine. We provide environ- Pp Pp 

gram computers to solve complex problems in ment for job growth. We watch for traits 

system planning, power production and ac- which reflect ability, initiative and potential 

counting at fantastic speeds. But when we for higher responsibilities. Only by constant 

consider the growth and promotion of our awareness and careful planning can we select 

employes, we take a little longer. We weigh tomorrow’s managers. Are you interested? 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis. Racine, Wis. 
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O QUOTE Sitting Bull after excess of twice Mrs. Brown’s pay- 10,000! (factorial) end? Can you 
doing Custer and the boys ment over 7/9 of Mrs. Black’s. Mrs. _you solve it as quickly? 
in—Our faces are red. It White spent an amount equal to Hint: the right answer is not 

seems that the examples of x = 3, 2/3 of Mrs. Black’s plus 1/2 of — simply “A Helluva Big Number.” 
y = 5 that were given in problem Mrs. Green’s. Mrs. Brown spent an —_ We want the number. 
3 last month don’t work. Just to amount equal to 5/6 of Mrs. 5. We're almost out of this 
convince yourself that there are Green’s plus 1/3 of Mrs. White’s. | months’ maze. There are just five 
many x and y with x ~ y and sat- _‘ The total was greater than $1.00 small puzzles to solve before reach- 
isfiying the equation, though, try 3 but less than $10,000. Each spent a __ing the end. 
and 5, 1 and 7, or 15 and —7. whole number of cents but exactly a. . . 
There are many more. how much? Thinking of two-digit numbers: 

Before we start this month’s 2. Solving that last one should a. What number a twice the 
Mental Maze here is a short poem _ have taken you awhile so let’s try product of its digits! ‘ —our thought for the day! a quicky for a change of pace. b. What number is three times 

If : se is clos I ; . 200 people the product of its digits? 
your nose is close na certain town 2 people c. What number is the square 

to the grindstone rough voted on two issues in a referen- of its anit dizi 
; . inits digit 

And you keep it down dum, and 150 ballots were cast in xa sommes Eve ae 
: d. What number exceeds its re- 

there long enough favor of the first issue and 120 versal by 20%? 
In time youll think | votes were cast for the second is- e. What numbers plus: their re: 

there’s no such thing sue. If there were exactly 30 people Iss “ts 
. f versals sum to perfect 

As brooks that babble who voted against both issues, how . 0 
. : : squares! 

and birds that sing. many people voted for both issues? 
These three will all 3. That was easy so don’t stop Answers: The answers to last 

your world compose now; here comes another quicky. month’s Mental Maze were: 
Just you, the stone, The engineering societies on the ln = 1, 2,3, 8,9, 10—ei, All 

and your dern old nose. Tioga Tech. campus were running n but 4.5.6.7. 

Since you ae, wecdeg he we * joint membership booth this fall 2. 4, 3 just touches 
: . ‘ and they got 7 volunteers—one 4, 48 

consin Engineer we don’t have to from each society—to man the . , 
worry about the poem appling to booth E h day t f th . 5. Kathy was Steve's date. 
ou but keep it in mind. And now, owe wach ‘cay Lwo Ol these Buys , y h of this, let’s get started on would try to work together selling Don't forget, each month we 

fs Ae he : le ee ee starte oe society memberships but by the give five dollars to the first person 
c th’s Mental M rst fummn: Els end of the day they would be fight- — who sends the correct answers for 

TROREES WATER, MARAE! ing too much over which engineer- the Mental Maze to “The Mental 
J. To start off, try this problem. ing was best to sell many member- Maze”, Wisconsin Engineer, 333 

It’s a good one to spend time on. ships. Still the drive continued, Mechanical Engineering Bldg., 
Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Black each day with a different pair of University of Wisconsin, Madison, 

bought cloth at a cost in cents per societies represented. How many — Wisconsin 53706. You don’t have 
yard equal to the number of yards days could the drive last without a to have all the answers right to 
that each brought. Mrs. Green and rematch? win, but entries will be judged first 
Mrs. White bought groceries. Mrs. 4, This problem can be quickly on the number of correct answers, 
Green spent one cent more than the stated: In how many zeros does then on the earliest postmark. 
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Sophisticated engineers can rise rapidly here 
Ed, Bob, and Hipparchus (their true identities hidden here other hard-nosed commercial customers. He meets the 

against pitiless kidding by all-too-real colleagues) are three requirements of a boss who says: ‘The type I need was 

Kodak mechanical engineers on their way toa management _ called an ‘inventor’ a generation ago. The difference is that 
meeting for the up-and-coming. Let us consider differences _in 1965 he will need a lot more mathematics, engineering 

rather than similarities. physics, chemistry, hydraulics, electronics, and other book- 

Ed works on those inexpensive, sure-fire cameras that _ learning than an inventor needed in 1925. When it comes 
Americans as well as citizens of the rest of the civilized world _ time to relax, though, you'll find him building something 
think of when “Kodak” is mentioned. The big boss who with his hands, and it’s probably something pretty clever 

chose Ed for his department says: “Along with Ph.D.s in and unusual that works real well.” As it happens, Bob’s 
solid-state physics, I look for B.S. and M.S. mechanical ‘main hobby is neither bridge nor folk singing. 
engineers from whom I can expect the unexpected. The spots Old Hip calls square dances and doesn’t care who knows. 
for sophisticated engineering don’t always have a sign over _ Policy proscribes discussion of the nature but not of the 
the door that says ‘SOPHISTICATED.’ Who would ever philosophy of his engineering. His boss puts it: “In con- 

have dreamed ten years ago that low-price zoom lenses and — sumer and commercial products, where regular service can 

automatic exposure-setters and through-the-lens finders easily be part of the engineering plan, perfection would 
could deliver the performance they do today? The doozers carry a price tag that made no sense. With us, a perfect 
we have ready to unveil next year and the year after that score is the only acceptable goal. Nothing less makes eco- 

are well in hand, fortunately. Then what?” Then what is nomic sense. Before our guys can think of what is sensible, 

Ed’s responsibility. He will need help from fellows now in _ they have to think of what is possible. It can be very enjoy- 
college. Maybe you. able for the right type of smart apple.” 

Bob works on data-recording and information-retrieval Drop us a line if you can see yourself as any of these three 

photographic systems. His work has to impress cost-minded right types, whether in mechanical engineering, chemical 

brother engineers in other companies as well as banks and __ engineering, electronic engineering, chemistry, or physics. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: 

Rochester. N. Y.. Kingsport. Tenn., and Longview. Tex.



Advancement in a Big Company: 
. 

How it Works 

An Interview with General Electric’s C.K. Rieger, Vice President and Group Executive, Electric Utility Group 

— a4 _ 7 pendent companies. Since each de- Q. Yes, but just how often do these 
wan partment is responsible for its own opportunities arise? 

ee : re oo success, each man’s share of author- 

4 . ; ity and responsibility is pinpointed. A. To give you some idea, 25 percent 
__— Be e Believe me, outstanding performance of G-E’s gross sales last year came 

a / is recognized, and rewarded. from products that were unknown 

+ 4 * only five or ten years ago. These new 
‘ & oe products range from electric tooth 

bn. Pi Q. Can you tell me what the “promo- brushes and silicone rubber com- 

_ tional ladder” is at General Electric? pounds to atomic reactors and inter- 

: planetary space probes. This chang- 

& A. We regard each man individually. ing Company needs men with ambi- 
Whether you join us on a training tion and energy and talent who aren’t 

C.K Rieger program or are placed in a specific afraid of a big job—who welcome the 

position opening, you’ll first have to challenge of helping to start new 
: | prove your ability to handle a job. businesses like these. Demonstrate 

m@ Charles K. Rieger joined General Elec- Once you've done that, you'll be given your ability—whether to handle com- 

tric’s Technical Marketing Program after infore’ responsibility ‘more difficult plex technical problems or to manage 

earning a BSEE at the University of Mis- nrojects_worle that’s important 0 people, and you won't have long to 

souri in 1936. Following sales engineering the success of your‘organization and wait for opportunities to fit your 
assignments in motor, defense and home ' needs. 

your personal development. Your abil- 
laundry operations, he became manager of si : ii . " 

. . naeadh we og ity will create a “promotional ladder’ 
the Heating Device and Fan Division in BEVSURSWH, Q. How does General Electric help 

1947. Other Consumer-industry management me prepare myself for advancement 

positions followed. In 1953 he was elected ; opportunity? 

a vice president, one of the youngest men | Q. Will my development be confined 

ever named a Company officer. Mr. Rieger to whatever department | start in? A. Programs in Engineering, Manu- 

became Vice President, Marketing Services facturing or Technical Marketing give 

in 1959 and was appointed to his present A. Not at all! Here’s where “big com- you valuable on-the-job training. We 
position in 1961. He is responsible for all pany” scope works to broaden your have Company-conducted courses to 
the operations of some six divisions com- career outlook. Industry, and General improve your professional ability no 

posed of 23 product operations oriented Electric particularly, is constantly matter where you begin. Under Tui- 
primarily toward the Electric Utility market. changing — adapting to market the tion Refund or Advanced Degree Pro- 

fruits of research, reorganizing to grams you can continue your formal 

Q. How can | be sure of getting the maintain proper alignment with our education. Throughout your career 

recognition | feel I'm capable of earn- customers, creating new operations with General Electric you'll receive 
ing in a big company like G.E.? to handle large projects. All this rep- frequent appraisals to help your self- 

resents opportunity beyond the limits development. Your advancement will 

A. We learned long ago we couldn't of any single department. be largely up to you. 

afford to let capable people get lost. 

That was one of the reasons why G.E. FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write 
| Was decentralized into more than a Personalized Career Planning, General Electric, Section 699-11, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 

hundred autonomous operating de- 

partments. These operations develop, 

engineer, manufacture and market G E N E R A L E LE CT R I C 

products much as if they were inde- An Equal Opportunity Employer
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